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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The dynam.ios of vegetation growing under the extreme and ad•
verse oonditions of environment on desert sand dunes has been the subjeot
of investigation by workers in the field of plant eoolog:y s·inoe the studies made in 1891 by Eugenius ~;Warming. Clements (6) credits Warming mth
the 'first consistent aocount of succession on sand dunes'• Warming (24)
made studies on the dunes of European countries, most of which were coas'bal dunes and somewhat dif'ferent than desert dunes as far as vegetaticc
types are concerned.
Cowles (8) made the first comprehensive study of suocessicc on
sand dunes in Anierioa when he investigated the dunes of Lake Michigan in
1899.

Others since have reported their findings

from their

investiga~

tions on both desert dunes and dunes sitpated along the shores of lakes
or oceans.
The dunes of this report were brought to the attention of the
writer by Bertrand F. Harrison, who had visited the dunes and had me.de.
a oollecticc of some of the plants growing there in the fall of 1946.
Mr. Clyde Knudsen of Provo, Utah, had also collected some of the plants
of that area.

These plants are to be found in the herbarium. of the

Brigham Young University, as are plants collected in the dune area by
two other workers, Dr. Walter P. Cottam and Mr. W. D. Stanton.
It was pointed out that these dunes were of' particular interest in that they supported species of plants endemic to that area.
l

The
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Plate I.-- Aerial photograph of the sand dunes
Kane County, Utah, taken for the Bureau of Land
management of the United States Department of the
Interior.

Section shown includes portions of

Townships 43 and 44 South, Ranges 7 and 8 West,
Salt Lake Basin and ",'eridian.

PLATE I

_.;~54-c

0

succession of plants growing 0-n this

§

i

tzmi• site was the primary ob-

jeot of this study, along with the nature of the dune soils and their
role in influencing the course of plant succession.
The region chosen for study lies in Kane County, Utah, in ._.,
'township 43

Sou~h,

Ranges 7 and 8 West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian.

It

consists of a strip of actively moving dunes approximately seven miles
long by one mile wide. The sands of the area are of a quartzose material,
coral pink in color. !hese dunes support a limited cover of vegetation,
both as to numbers of plants and number of species.

The conditions are

extremely xeric and only the hardiest o'f' plants are able to exist unde:tt
the environmental extremes.
Data for t his report were obtained on nine different trips to
the dunes during the period March 9 to September 9, 1953. The plants wera
seen in their winter condition in early March and were observed in their
/

l} c;l '-<.

~

'1 stages of development from that point on.
Review of the Literature
The work of \farming in his studies of the dunes on European
beaches have been briefly reviewed by Vlements (6).
stages of plant succession on these dunes as follows:

Warming listed the
(l) .Sand algae,

(2) Iron-sulfur·bacteria, (3) Psammophilous halophytes, (4) Shifting, or
white dunes, (5) Stationary, or gray dunes, (6) Dune-heath and dry sandfield, (7) Dune-scrub, and (8) Dune-forest.

Warming observed that the

dunes began as mere heaps of sand and that further growth of the dunes
was due to plants which could bind the sand; such as members of the following genera:

Elym.us, Carex, Agropyron, Lathyrus, and Alsina.

5

It was seen that wheneyer grasses would fix and hold a mound or sand
that the other plants would find their way among the shoots of grass and
take a foothold.
Further observations were made by Warming (24). He noted that
sand has only a ~slight absorbent faoulty~ in regard to substanoes nutritious to plants, and he saw that hum.us is formed with great difficulty in
sand because the organic matter is easily decomposed and oxidized by the
admission of air. Adverse conditions for plants growing on sand were seen
by wlarming to be intensified by the. very nature of the sand itself.

Sand

being a loose soil, the particles have very little cohesion, hence water
from rain or other forms of precipitation was seen to percolate readily
through the sand and the sand thus would contain only a small amount of
• .v
J\-C).A.;<..
wa'ber. He observed also that the power to raise water from the subsoil
was very slight, 1'at most one-third of a metre'\ .

He also saw that sand

dries very quickly so that it becomes rapidly and intensely heated in
sunlight while conversely it cools very rapidly at night.

The surface of

a shifting dune was seen to be covered with a dry layer of sand. This 1&¥er would be strongly heated in sunlight yet it would hinder the evaporation of water from the layers underneath so that the sub-layers remain
cool and moist. Dew was observed .. to be readily deposited on the sand at
night.
The charaoteristio features of dune vegetation were listed by
Warming as being very open, consisting of xerephytic

~~81'.Ulittill'

with

:. l~g and richly branched rhizomes, and of plants having exceedingly long

roots.

Of the plants found on the dunes there were certain ~ -t'sand-

binciing~ species which would first arrest the sand and form dune embyos:
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and these plants would promote further growth in the height of the dunes.
The eoological factors responsible for the
tion were seen to be:
(3) sterile soil.

xerop~ic

vegeta-

(l) intense light and heat, (2) strong winds, and

The intense light and heat accelerated transpiration

of water from the plants. Light reflected from the surface of the sand
would impinge upon the lower leaf surfaces intensifying the factor of illumination.

The strong winds were seen to have a double action in that

they would dessicate both soil and plants and the mechanical action of the
wind and its carried sand would perforate leaves and injure other plant
tissues.
The plants growing under such adverse conditions were seen to
have produced certain adaptations in order to exist.

Long creeping rhi-

zomes and creeping shoots with deep grpwing roots whose root hairs would
function for a long time were noted in many species.
the tufting ha.bit.

Some species adopted

.Annual and biennial species were observed to have ef-

fected numerous modifications such as the presence of abundant hairs, wax,
succulency, and other similar adaptations.
In

speaking of the formation and the building of dtmes Wa.rming

stated that shifting sand is deposited wherever it finds shelter--behind
stones, shells, and especially plants.
plants on the lee side and these

ltTongue-likel't heaps arise behind

~dune-embryos~aot

changing fonn 1.ll'ltil they form a typioal dune.

then as obstructions-,

The typical dune was seen

to have a five to ten degree slope on the windward side a.nd about thirty
degrees on the lee side. The sand would slip dawn the lee slope and the
grains become arranged according to size.
Cowles (8) saw in sand d1.llles a very

fa~orable

region for eco-

7

logical studies because of comparative absence of problems arising from
previous vegetation.

His studies of the dunes of Lake Michigan have be-

come classic in the field of dune ecology.

He observed -.tmEet' the same

tremes in environment .a seen by Warming.

In relation to extremes of

ex~

heat he observed th.at the temperature was higher in summer and lower in
winter on the dune& than it was in most localities.
a low specific heat.

He saw that sand has

In this connection he noticed that willow shoots

half-burVied in sand developed a week in advance of similar shoots a fgw
centimeters above the surface.

Also in autumn, activity of plant life

ceased early because of the rapid cooling of the superficial layers of
the sand as well as because of direct exposure to the cold.
Of the wind as an ecologicai f actor Cowles said, /(The wind is
one of the most potent of all factors in det6nnining the character of the
<i;une vegetation.''

He maintained that the d.tidii.tjJct action of wind pro-

duces effects considerably more far-reaching than any other factor, for
wind is primarily responsible for sand dunes and hence for their floras;
wind modifies plant societies and also destroys plant societies.
methods odf destruction by wind are twi>fold:

The

(1) plants have soil blown

away from under them leaving roots exposed high above the surface, and
(2) swamps, forests, and low hills and their vegetation '!ffj.y be buried by
the onward advance of a moving dune.
His observations of the soil factors showed that the soil was
chiefly qua.tz sand which was ''remarkably uniform in size ~

The particles;

were seen to be relatively large causing the soil to be extremely porous
and almost devoid of cohesion between the grains.

In the Lake Mivhigan

dunes atmospheric moisture was seen to present no problem for it was

8

sufficiant to develop a rich vegetation in neighboring floras.

The ra-

pid percolation of water to the vrater level and tha absence of a pronounced capillarity coupled with the rapid evaporation of moisture from
the surface were factors enumerated as contributing to a scan,ty water
supply for plants growing in a sandy soil.
Cowles saw the flora

of dunes

as being a composite flora show•

ing both xeroplzytic and alpine-arctic structures. The influence of plants
was seen to be relatively inconspicuous on the dunes, the most important
function being their contribution to the organic matter of the soil.
However, it was seen that the oxidation or removal of decaying vegetation
was so complete on ithe newer dunes that the accumulation of humus was
unimportant.
Cowles observed the formation of embryonic dunes and recorded
that the finer particles of soil were picked up by air currents while
the larger particles were blown or rolled along. When an obstacle was
met, some or all of the load was deposited upon or about the obstacle,
the finer particles forming a diminishingAon the lee side.
relieved the overladen wind, the

tA-~train~

'\
f

As deposition

the sand stopped, and the wind

would continue with its lessened load until another obstacle was reached.
If the wind continued from the same direction, the mound continued to
grow and the leeward trail would become more conspicuous because the
growing

!,..)_.,.

I

"

mound~ore

and more an obstacle•

ward trails would be rapidly removed.

When the wind changed, the lee-

No extensive dune formation was

seen to ocmir on the beach unless the obstacle which compelled the wind
to deposit its load was its e lf increasing in size.

The growth of a bare

sand mound did not oontmnue.: indefinitely without the aid of other factors.

9

This was because of the changes in the wind.

An obstacle was needed which

would grow with the dune, and a number of perennial plants furnish
an obstacle.

such

In this connection Cowles maintained that dune-fonning

plants must be perennial, otherwise the dune would be
end of the growing see.son.

~ual

cfest~pyed

at the

dunes were common on the beach.

A second necessity was the ability of a plant to spread radially
by rhizome propagation for only in this way could the area of an obstacle
and an area of the dune be enlarged.

The plant serving as an obstacle

for the wind must also possess the power of growing out into the light
when it becomes buried by sand.

Most plants, Cowles says, are excluded

by this third requirement in being unable to rise above the sand when
buried or because stem elongation increases the difficulty of obtaining
a supply of water.
Roots of dune plants are often uncovered and exposed to the
wind and sand-blast action.

Regarding this':6 owles said, VA. successful

dune-fonner must be able at any moment to adapt its stem to a root environment or its root to s. stem environment ~

A.ls o. a dune-fonner must be

equipped with a set of the most extreme xerophytic adaptations.
The most successful dune-fonner was seen to be .Alllmophila

9Jl'Ull-

dinacea, and the life history of an A.mmophila dune was reported as being
typical.

When-, this plant gained a foothold, the sand would drift and

lodge between the stems and leaves.

While the leeward trail of the sand

would change posi)ion with the changes in the wind, the sand lodged between the blades of grass was not easily dislodged.

Radial extension of

the tuft was by vegetative propagation and this would extend the area of
the min4.ature dune.

An increase in altitude occured because the plant

10
lifted itself above the sand which enabled the accumilation of more sand.
Thus the: grass and the dune would grow upward and outward together.
The symbiotic growth of beach dunes and their builders was pietured by Cov1les as going on for years, but he stated that the prolonged ·
existence of this relationship would be unlikely.

A:3 the mounds would

rise higher, conditions for further sand accumulations would become more
favorable, but the conditions for plant life on thllfle enlarging dunes;
would be less favorable.
level and exposure
sication.

The plants would be raised higher from the water

at higher elevations might result in increased des-

When the plants were unable to oppose progress of the wind,

the wind would begin to reshape the topographic fonn.s.
came exposed, the plants died and the sands moved on.

When the roots beThis destructive

action of the wind and the transformation of a stationary dune into one
that was active was seen to be very much retarded by the tenacity with
which the stems and roots retained their place even though dead.

The.

plants which were able to hold their position and keep the sand from being blown away were called sand-binders or dune-holders, and

Calamiagrosti~

longif olia was seen to be ohe of the most tenacious dune-holders on the
coast of Lake Mighigan.
Sooner or

l~terwhen

the dead roots and stems of the dune hold-

ers were all removed, and the wind becaiae 4'und~uted master of the situe.tion.

If a sufficient amount of the sand remained, the stationary dune

became active and stat'ted to move.

Cowles said of this situation, fBe-

cause of the complexity of the condition& when the movement &cross the
.s
oountr,y becomes a oonspiouous f'aot, it seemA.well
to apply the term dune-

complex to the totality of topographic forms which make up the' moving

11

landscape

~s

a

\l

whole~
I

I/I

The dune-complex was visualized as a restless maze with the genY-

eral advance of the complex as a whole in- the di£ection of the prevailing
winds and the individual portions advancing in all directions in which
the winds ever blew. Cowles said that it was a common sight to see two
dunes advancing to meet each other.
In his analysis of the conditions contributing to the scanty
vegetation on the dune-complex Cowles asserted that the scarcity of water
was not the primary factor, for he found the sand cool and moist a short
distance below the surface even after periods of drou·ght.

He believed

the wind to be primarily responsible for the scarcity of the vegetation
on the dunes, pointing out that the wind dries up the soil, the wind increases transpiration, the mechanical action of the wind in connection
wr.t:·~

with sand-blast is destuctive to vegetation, and the cardinal destructive
of the wind, he said, is its power to cover and uncover the dune plants.
Cowles' observations of the capture of the dune by plants showt:Pv....,
ed that the capture might begin withl\oomplex itself or along its margins.

In either case the first appearance of vegetation was in the lower places,
for these low places were protected from the wind, consequently there was
no sand-blast and no re

0

al of soil from the roots.

If the growth began

at the foot of the advancing lee slope, the plants were usually covered
with sand. With this in mind he stated that the

vertical must be great-

er than the vertical component of the dune's advance~\

This fact would

prevent the capture of a rapidly advancing dune.
Cowles stated that the most important reason for the first ap-

I\

.,/

pearance of plants at the lower levels was soil moisture.

Moisture at

the surface would cause the lodgement of seeds carried by the wind.

If

the vegetatiab. 1id gain a foothold at the base of the advancing slope, it
would tend to move up the slope by means of vegetative propagation.

If a

crest of a dun.a was unoccupied by plants, the advance of the dune was seen
to continue almost without hinderance.

The life conditions were more se-

vere at the crest, therefore all vegetation would be excluded until the
advance of the dune was checked by some

p~sical

agent.

The capture of the windward slope was seen to be unlikely because
of a combination of exposure and instability of the soil.

It was seen to

be typical of windward slopes that sand was .blown from the plant roots
causing the plants to lean over; the stems became twisted; and plants were
short and compact.

There was very little difference between soil oondi -

tions on the windward and the lee slopes.
Even though a dune

may

have been captured and its vegetation

been established for a long period of time, it might have its vegetation
destroyed and the dune pass again into a state of activity, a process
Cowles called rejuvenation.

This instability of dune conditions was seen

to be widespread and not especially confined to the dune-complex itself.
The capture or establishment of a dune was liable to be stopped at any
point and retrogression toward active dune conditions instigated.
other words, any dune might become rejuvenated if the

p~sioal

In

conditions

were favorable.
Bagnold (l) made a study of the physics of blown sand under laboratory conditions and on desert dunes and he listed three possible types
of grain motion: (l) suspension of the smallest sand grains in a high
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wind (sand grains in general being too large to be carried in a tnie suspension; (2) surface creep, in which the grains remain always on the ground
receiving their forward momentum from the impact of other grains; and (3)
saltation, in which the grains man&fest alternate contact with air and
ground, being blown by the wind with considerable veloeity and being
bounced off of the surface and receiving added momentum from the wind in
this way. So by one of the three methods grains of sand of various sizes
can be moved by the force of the wind.
Bagnold also lists three manners in' .which grains of sand reach
their final

resting ~ places

in a sand deposits

(l) sedimentation, in which

the grains fall through slowly moving air and strike the surface with in•
sufficient forward velocity either to be carried again or move other surface grains forward; that is the grains stay where they fall; (2) accretion, in which grains in saltation strike and move other surface grains
but both finally come to rest so that the resulting deposit is built up by
saltation and surface creep simultaneously; and (3) encroachment, in which
the deposition is by surface creep only, as for example the surface grains
rolling down over the slip face of a dune.

By an ingenious method of utilizing the seepage of a very small
amount of wa'ber in sand deposites Bagnold learned much of the internal
stnicture of sand dunes and asserted t hat the retention of water by dunes
and other sand deposits was directly due to the internal structure.

H9

shovied that all deposits of wind-blown sand consist of 4narrow layers or
laminae a few millimeters thivk, in which the grading varies very slightly from one side to the other as regards the proportion of fine material

present.~ If any one rise and fall of wind produces deposition, it adds
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a new layer which is finest at the bottom and becomes coarser toward the
new top surface.
posed top surface

Also whenever removal of material takes place, the exagain tends to become coarser.

Bagnold states that in

every instance where internal structure of a firm unyielding sand deposit
had been tested in the field by the water seepagj'111ethod, the same narrow
layers appeared, running to suooessive layers over which sand was driven
by the wind.

The firmness was seen to be due to the manner in which the

individual sand grains were fitted into
sand movement over the growing surface.

• final resting places by the

the~r

This action had built up an ag-

gregate having the greatest possible density.
In contrast to these firm area, Bagnold points out the presence of 1 ~pools

of dry quicksand common to all sand deserts.

areas indicate, he says, the presence of
present surface.

~ld

These soft

slip-faces close below the

He reports, ~These dry quicksands are in fact simply de-

posits formed by the advance of old slip-faces,'\ and that these sort areas;
~afford sure evidence of the presence of former dunes.

The looseness and

instability of such deposits is due to the manner in which the grains have
come to rest.

The grains are piled haphazardly without regularity as a

result of avalanching, and large spaces exist between the grains and thus
the density of the mass is relatively low.
As stated above, Bagnold maintains that the water retention and
vegetation are dependent upon the internal structure of the sand deposits.
He points put that it is well known that considerable moisture is often
found close below the surface of dunes even in very arid countries and
even though the spot may be far above the level of the desert floor.
shows that capillary action is not responsible because the surface

He

~ensiDn
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of the sand grains is unable to cause any moisture
forty centimeters at the most.

to rise higher than

He also points out that evaporation from

below and re-condensation from above cannot explain the presence of water
high up in the dune, for the raising of water requires work to be done
and this work can only be due to therm.al changes within the body of the
dune.

Sand is a ver-y poor conductor of heat and changes of daily temper-

atures are not appreciable at a depth of twenty centimeters below the surface, he said.

I'-'""

'_,

I\

To e:aplain the phenomenon Bagnold saids

In reality the moisture is due to rare showers of rain;
and it is this very uniformity of the temperature within the
dune which, by preventing evaporation, retains the water for
years undenieath the surface. For water can only evaporate
if the air in oontawt with it is unsaturated with vapor; directly saturation is reached no further evaporation can take
place, and as long as the saturated air between the sand grains
remains unchanged no wa'ter oan be lost.
Bagnold observed that in the upper twenty centimeters of the
dune, air is continually being changed.

The warmth of the daytime drives

some expandiag and water-laden air out of the dune, while fresh,dry air
is sucked in during the nightly cooling and contacting.
Two important obsevations were made by Bag;nold when he noticed
that live grasses; or more often the remains of dead grasses, were found
in small patches on the dune surface which was otherwise devoid of any
sign of life; and that moisture below the surface was found more often
where there were indications of occasional plant life elsewhere.
plained these phenomena by a third phenomenon:

ti

He ex-

both the vegetated

patches and those under which1ras moisture were found to consist nearly
always of soft sand, whereas the surrounding barren areas were finn underfoot.

Tests showed that where roots had not greatly diiturbed the

sand structure, that

bot~ jthe
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vegetated and the moist areas were built

up of steeply sloping encroachment laminae; and in tha barren areas the
accretion laminae ran parallel to the surface or nearly so.

The seep•

age teat demonstrated the differential action of the two kinds of struct•
ure. When applied to the accretion deposit. the water ran rapidly sideways along the surface layers which contained fine material, and the
water was prevented from sinking downward by the relatively nonconducting layers from which the fine material was absent.

""".

In such event the

water would remain close to the sirfaoe and would evaporate shortly.

On

the encroachment deposit the water went downwanl along the old shear-···
planes and almost immediately reached such a depth that

subse~uent

evap-

oration was neglible.
Cottam (7) ma.de a survey of the plants growing on the sand dunes
of Millard County, Utah, whe

he found most of the plants growing in the

sheltered valleys between the dunes.

He listed a new unnamed species

of Psoralea among the plants on these dunes.

He described this species

as one which possessed and under ground stem system and one which was
able to keep aerial shoots above the sand.
Campbell (5) reported the formation of sand dunes on the ranges
of New Mexico. )1Jhen overgrazing of Bouteloua eriopoda took place, the
ranges were transformed to a Prosopis sand dune type, with two stages of
succession resulting:

(1) the isolated clumps of mesquite (Prosopis),

and (2) the moving dune complex.

'.J!.he Prosopis proved to be a valuable

san4-binder in these instances.

Yucca elata, Arttmisia filifolia,Atri-

plex

~'

Ephedra .!£!._, Sphaeralcea

isolated clumps also.

4.

~'

and Aster .!.£!. appeared in the

On the dune complex as a whole Campbell found that
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the vegetation went through a mat stage of low prostrate annuals, then
through a ruderal qweed
From there it went into a

°"

stage of large cofsse annual and perennial forbs.
Gutierrezia stage and then into a Sporobolus

stage, with the climax being grama grass.
Clements (6) reported that the wffect which plants had upon wind-borne
materials was first a retardation of air cuttrents :·by stems and leaves· thWI
decreasing the velocity of the wind and hastening the dropping of its losq
second a direct

obstac~e

to the passage of

th~

grains of sand was furnish-

ed by plants; and third, plants prevented the wind from picking up the
sand again because the underground parts would bind the sand, and the
plants would also develop shoots that would keep pace with the rising
surface.

He saw that the pioneer plants stopped and fixed the sand thus.·

producing stable centers for the invasion of other species which were
capable of growing in bare sand which wasn't shifting.
Emerson (9) made studies of the plant life at White Sands, New
Mexico, where the plants were found growing in sands composed largely of
gypsum.

Tests~

made for total nitrogen from sand taken in the im-

mediate vioinity of roots where the vegetation was relatively abundant
showed only 0.0008 per cent. Such organic matter as... was':.found; to be actually present consisted of bits of leaves, fragments of insects, the excreta of animals, and such materials, and was of such slight amount that
it i::6. had little significance as nutrient materials for plants.

The

roots of Yucoa elata had well developed endotrophio IJ\YCOrhizas and Elnarson speculated that these fungi might have been able to fix nitrmgen.
Most of the species found growing in the White Sands area were limited to
the flats between the aotive clhnie·s

which were nearest to the general
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desert.

The numbers of both species and individuals were found to grad-

ually decrease with increasing distances from the general desert. Because
of the motion of the sand and the lack of available
ficial

l~ers

wa~er

in the super-

of the active dunes, the growth of seedlings except in the

flats was prevented.

In fact, Emerson found ~o evidence of any repro-

duction of any plant except in the flats.

Individuals of seven species

were found to be able to grow upward through the

e~croaching

produce adventitious roots when their stems were covered.

sands and to

These were:

Ephedra torreyana,Yucoa elata, Populus wislizeni, Atriplex cahescens,
and Chrysothamaus latisquameus.
k-~-~
MoDpgall (15) also notioed, that plants in moving dunes sometimes
(

developed rapidly elongating stems as the sands gradually buried them.
Woody plants which he observed which were able to do this were the willows,
poplars, and dogwoods. Adventitious roots were seen to have been produced
from these elongated stems also.

He also reported a total lack of organ-

ic matter, and saw that .the essential elements were lacking, or very
scarce, or in unavailable forms.

Because of the unstable soil conditions

the pioneer stages were observed to be repeafedly formed and destroyed.
Costing and Billings (16) suggested five zones which might be of
significance in the detennination of the distribution of species on coastal dunes.

Thay were:

(1) the windward side of the foredune, (2) the lee

slope of the foreduna, (3) the more or less expanse behind and

prote•te~

by the foredune, (4) the exposed long slope of the rear dune, and (5) the
protected leeward slope beyond the crest of the rear dune.
Starr (21) made a study of the anatol!\Y' of several dune plants
Lt
and listed the responses made by plants grmving/\the severe conditions
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found on dunes as follows:

low vegetation; long roots; woody stems; thick

leaves which might be reduced, equilateral, evergreen, or folded; succulency; hairs; thickened epidermis and cuticle; deep palisade tissue in
the leaves; sucken stomata; and well developed mechanical and conductive
tissues in all parts.
Purer (17) made a similar analysis and reported that various
structural modifications have developed in plants growing under xerio dune
conditions.

Among those modifications she listed a sclerophyll type of

stiff structure with compact tissues and a succulent type with a high peroentage of water. She also said that the sand dune plants have a water
deficit as shown by their ability to absorb water through their uninjured
leaves and stems.
Shantz and Piemeisel (20) made a vegetation survey in the Esoalante Valley, Utah, and found there a mixed vegetation growing on hummocks and sand dunes.

The low ridges or low hummocks were topped by rab-

bit brush, alkali sacaton, greasewood, Fendler and red three-awn, or by

~~~
~Agropy.rQn-ine-rme,

and Russian thistle.

Sagebrush was seen to occupy the

older parts of the dunes or the older dunes, while big rabbitbrush oooupied the newer.

Big rabbitbrush and little rabbitbrush were usually

the firSt shrubs to appear on the newly formed dunes.
Weaver and Clements (25) stated that the plant succession on
long windward slopes was different than on the rest of the dune complex;
this probably being due to the action of' the drying winds.

They also he'1d

that the dunes affected succession by virtue of the instability of the
soil and the water relations and not by their form, diversified though
it might be.

They found the same

~pe

of development in sand hills,
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deep hollows, blowouts, and sandy plains regardless of the differences
in form.
~

Wells~

Shunk (26) conclude from

on the North Carolina coastal plain that:

thei~

studies of the vegetation

(l) the low capillarity of

sandy soils during drought periods necessitates continual root growth to
reach newer supplies of water, and they reported that such growth is inhibited in a ve171 low nutrient soil habitat; (2) competition for nutrients at all times was of the greatest significance; (3) the xeric soil
condition was supplemented by local aerial aridity due to reflection of
the sun's raliation from the extensive white sand areas.
Tolstead (23) treated seeds of grasses, forbs, and shrubs which
were collected near Valentine, Nebraska, in the Sand Hills area, for germination studies.

He found th.at one group did not germinate without the

low temperature treatment, but germination was aocelerated when these
seeds had been previously subjected to winter temperatures.

Winter an-

nuals which germinated in the fall did so without low temperature treatments.
In his studies Tolstead observed that the normal germination of
seeds of Nebraska dune plants occured during the first warm day of spring.
This was advantageous to the plants in that they would make

maxi:mwn

grovrth under the relatively favorable conditions of moisture before the
dry months. Plants germinating later were at a disadvantage beoause of
competition with thoae of earlier growth.

Thus ,distribution of the

species studied by Tolstead was explained in part by their habits of germination.
Rempel (18) described the evolution of the crescent-shaped dunes
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of the Salton Sea area and listed the species of plants growing there. He
reported that one of the most striking features of the area was the greatly eldmgated plants that had had the sand blown away from

~heir

roots and

I

still continued to live with the..,_, leaf'y crowns lying on or above the surfaoe of the ground. He noted that nearly all plants had accumulations of
sand to their leeward, the size
of the plants.

of the sand mound depending upon the size

These small mounds of sand were seen to coalesce where the

plants were closely grouped, thus forming larger mounds •

•
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Platen:.-- Typical crescent-shaped dunes in a view
looking southward on the lower(southern) portion of the

Kane County., Utah, sand dunes.

PLATE II

CHAPTER II
THE SAND DUNES OF KANE COUNTY • UTAH
The sand dunes of this itudy are located in Kane County in the
southwestern corner of Utah.

They lie diagonally in a northeast-south-

west direction across Ranges 7 and 8 West of Township 43 South, Salt Lake
Base and Meridian.

They include an area some seven miles in length and

about one mile in width.

The southern half of the dune-complex is at an

altitude of about 5800 feet and the northern portion is some two or three
hundred feet higher.
Gregory (11) includes the portion of the state of Utah occupied
by

these sand dunes in his Zion Park Region and gives an account of the

geology of the region. He places the dunes on the

we~t

edge of the Wyg-

aret Terrace which has an average altitude of 6000 feet above sea level.
Sand Canyon in which the dunes are situated is one of the sharp breaks in
the substratum of this region caused by the very prominent 8evier-·Fault.
The soils of the large area, of which the dunes are just one small
part, are mainly wind-blown sands, reddish or coral pink in color.

These

sands have their origin in the Navajo sandstone formation of the region.
Gregory states that in the light of present knowledge no part of the Glen
CaD¥on group of forme.tions, of which the Navajo sandstone is an important
part, is marine and that eolian sandstones make up the bulk.
that now form the floors of these large terraces and are piled

The sands

fn

tran-

sient dunes come from what was long ago an area of gigantic sand dunes
which became solidified inwo present-day sandstones.
The material of the Navajo sandstone is said by Gregory to be
24
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sorted into grains of two general sizes:

(l) in the bulk of the rock,

0.01 - 0.25 millimeters, with an average of 0.15 mm.; (2) on the steep
bedding planes,0.50 - O.l mm.

~

The grains of sand consist quartzose mater-

ials with compounds of iron giving them their characteristic color.
cement of the Navajo sandstone is chiefly lime and iron oxides.

The

Because

of the weak cement the rock is friable which contributes to its breaking
ultimately into single grains which can be moved by the wind.
The dunes in Sand Canyon show a great range in size and height,
ranging from law hummocks just a few inches in

hei~ht

and one to two feet

in diameter to large crescent-shaped or whaleback dunes fifty to seventyfive feet high and about two hundred feet from tip to tip of the crescent.
The steeper and larger dunes have windward slopes of about twenty to twenty-five degrees and their lee slopes fall at thirty-five or forty-five
degrees.

.-4'

''

The smaller dunes gradual windward slopes of about five degrees

and lee slopes of about thirty degrees.
Gregory discusses the climate of southwestern Utah in some detail.

He reports that the winds of winter are predominantly from the

northwest and the summer winds are from the southwest.
l

lyr nfluenoe the precipitation of the region.

These winds great-

The climate in general is

semiarid, but the topograph;y of the region is so diversified that the climate is modifie• locally in many areas.

Gregory asserts that the charac-

teristic feature of both precipitation and temperature is the wide variation found in seasonal, annual, monthly, and daily temperatures
amounts of precipitation.

The only constant feature

and

he names is the

relativel.¥ dry season that includes April, May, and June.
The precipitation is so irre gular that annual or seasonal and
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monthjty averages have little significance.

Records have been kept at

Kanab since 1899, which Gregory (11) included in his report, and during
that time the range from year to year has been 7.29 to 20.70 inches of
rainfall.

The average annual number of days with as much as 0.01 inch

of rain at Kanab is fifty-three.

The number of cloudless days in this

portion of the state probably exceeds one hundred fifty, Gregory states.
The season of least rainfall, Gregory reports, is April through
June,

t~e

growing season for most crops.

Ground moisture is supplied by

rains and melting snows early in the spring in sufficient quantities,
generally, to pennit seeds to germinate and to send shoots above the
ground but it is insufficient to bring many of them to maturity.

July

rainfall becomes a critical climatic factor in agriculture in this region.

The July average at Kanab is 1.35 inches.
The local showers are short-lived, far apart, and cover no

large areas.

Many are torrential in nature and flood the surface with

water until there is a rapid runoff or severe washing of the soil.
Gregory (ll) reports that deviations in the mean temperature
for spring and fall months show a wide range of variation.

Belovf zero

temperatures may occur at Kanab at any time between November and February, while the maximum annual range at this station is one hundred
twenty degrees.
place also.

The daily ranges of temperature vary widely in time and

Ranges of forty to

months for all stations in the
are not uncommon at Kanab.

fi~y

degrees have been recorded for all

region~

and some exceeding fifty degrees

The normal growing season for Kanab is one

hundred forty days.
Different vegetation types are seen in the areas immediately adjao-
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ent to the dunes.

On the valley floor is found a sagebrush-juniper

type of vegetation which includes

~rtem.sia

tridentata, Artemt\sia fili-

folia, thrysothamnua spp., and Juniperus utahensis.

On the lower slopes

of the sand hills which are piled against the rock cliffs can be seen
JQuercus utahensis and Pinus edulis.
the general desert area.

Quercus is also found in groves in

other brushland types of plants are also seen

in the valley and on the dune margins.

These include:

Arctostaphylos

platyphylla, .Ame!-anchier utahensis, and Rhus trilobata.

Pinus ponderosa

is found on the eastern slopes of the dunes and on the cliffs adjoining.
The area supports a relatively small number of cattle that
frequent the dunes proper in their search for palatable plants.

The

grazing of the few grasses present made it difficult to obtain specimens
in flower or of such completeness to insure positive identification.
The aesthetic nature of the dunes deserves mention.

The many

dunes display a great variety of beautiful curves and fonn.s.

The con-

trasts in colors of the coral pink sands and the many shades of green
of the different plants complemented by the many hues of the blossoms
at flowering time make these dunes one of Utah 1 s natural beauty spots.
They are widely used by people of the area as a picnic site and by
motion picture producers as a locale for desert pictures.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS OF STUDY
General. -- Nine different trips were made to the Kane County
sand dunes throughout the summer of 1953.

The first trip was aade

March 9 and the last trip was September 9.

Six of the nine trips were

of one week's duration each, and the other three were shorter visits to
the dunes.
Climate. -~eather

~~~~~
Fa~~-OlfJ\Of

~

climate were taken from United States

Bureau records as reported by the Kanab station.

These data

do not show actual conditions at the dune site inasmuch as Kanab is
about ten miles from the dunes, but they do give indications of the climate of the area as a whole.

No measurements of climatic phenomena

were taken at the dunes because of distances involved.
Soils. -- Samples of the sands were taken in tightly covered
metal cans at different times during the summer and from various locations
on the dunes.

Three general areas within the dune-complex were selected:

(l) the windward slopes of the dunes, (2) the lee slopes, and (3) the
valleys between the dunes.

Samples were taken at 0-6 inches, 6-12 inches,

12-24 inches, and 24-36 inches.
Analyses were made of these sands in the laboratory to determine
the moisture content, moisture holding capacity, and moisture equivalent
of each type of soil.

Mechanical analysis was made to determine the

range of particle sizes of the sand grains.

The organic matter content

(as indicated by per cent loss on ignition), total nitrogen content, soluble salts, and pH were also determined.
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To detennine the moisture content the samples of sand were
weighed and then dried for twenty-four hours in an oven maintained at a
temperature of 105 o Centigrade.

At the end of the drying period the

sands were cooled in a desiccator and then weighed again.

The percent-

age of water lost per dry weight of sand was then calculated.
The

moistu~e

holding capacity of the different soils was det-

ermined by using the Hilgard method in which the sands were allowed to
soak thoroughly in water for th~ty minutes.

The water was allowed to

drain out of the soils after this soaking period for another thrrty
minutes.

The samples were then weighed and tEe!l pd.aoed in an oven to

dry, where they were kept at a temperature of 105

° Centigrade.

After

drying the samples were again weighed and the per cent of water loss
was calculated.

This value represents the maximum moisture holding

capacity of the soil.
The moisture equivalents of the various soils were ascertained
by using the method of Briggs and McClane (4).

In this method the sand

samples were placed in centrifuge cups and allowed to soak in water
until completely saturated.

The cups full of moistened soils were

then put into the centrifuge apparatus and centrifuged at 2440
for twenty minutes.

r:p.

m.

At the end of this period the samples were weighed

and then dried in the oven.

The dried samples were then weighed and the

per cent water loss calculated.

This value represents the approximate

field capacity of the soil.
To gain information pertaining to the range of sizes of sand
particles and the percentages of these different sizes making up the
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various sands, mechanical analyses were made of the different soil types.
Two procedures were follovted:

( l) the hydrometer method of Bou;yocos (3)

to determine the percentages of the three soil separates, sand, silt, and
clay, and (2) the sand.a were screened through four different wire scieves
having openings of l.0.19ID., 0.42 mm., 0.177 mm., and 0.149 mm,, respectively.
The amount of organic matter present in the sands was determined
by igniting the samples over Bunsen flames and then calculating the loss
of weight after ignition.

Small amounts of oven dried sands were put

into porcelain crucibles and then weighed.

The samples were then heated

over Bunsen flames for thirty minutes to ignite any organic matter present.

After ignition the samples were cooled in a desiccator and then

weighed.

The loss on ignition was then calculated and this value used

as an index of the organic matter present in the sand.
The amount of total nitrogen present in the sands was detennined
by using the Kjeldak\ method.

Selenium was used as a catalyst during

the digestion phase of this process.

The ammonia liberated during the

disti nation phase was absorbed in O. l Normal hydrochloric acid.
The quantity of soluble salts present was determined electrically
with a conductivity bridge, using standard methods.

In this method the

sand samples were saturated with distilled water and then placed in the
soil cup of the apparatus.

The resistance offered to a current of elec-

tricity by the sand sample was measured on the scales of the instrument.
This resistance indicated the amount of soluble salts present in the
sample and by referring to a table of values, the salts present were expressed in parts per million.
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The fiydrogen ion concentration of the various sands was determined electrically also.

Samples of the sands were placed in small

glass beakers and distilled water added to make a 1:5 dilution (1 part
sand to 5 parts water).

The sand and water were stirred thoroughly

and allowed to stand for about thir;t;y minutes.

At the end of this

time they were again stirred and the glass electrodes of a Beckman pH
meter were then lowered into the samples.

The pH value was read dir-

ectly on the scale of the instrument.
The vegetation. -- The plants growing on the dunes were collected and identified and t hen pressed for mounting on herbarium sheets.
The portions of the dunes on which the plants were found to be growing,
the species associated with them in these locations, and other factors
of ecology such as elevation, degree of slope, and shelter or absence
of shelter from the wind were recorded in field notes.
Roots and rhizomes of some of the species of plants were uncovered in order to study branching habits and to gain an idea of the
length of these structures.

Due to the caving-in ofsthe sands, the

complete root system of a plant could not be exposed for study, therefore no measurements were made.

The formation of adventitious roots

on the elongated stems of some of the plants was observed both on
stems below the surface of the sand and on those lying uncovered along
the surface.
The plants were observed in their winter condition on the
first two trips to the dunes (March 9 and April 3).

Positive ident-

ification of the species was not always possible at this time, but
plants were collected and kept for later identifications.

Field notes
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were taken on these two occasions to record the portions of the dunes
which supported perennial plants.
When the plants, for the most part, had passed the seedling
stage so as to assure positive identification, count quadrats were taken
in the vegetated areas on windward slopes, lee slopes, and in the interdune valleys.

A wooden frame which enclosed an area of one square meter

was used in making the quadrat counts.

Threads were tied at twenty-five

centimeter intervals along the sides of the frame dividing the area into
sixteen squares.

This facilitated the counting of the plants within the

frame.
Bun~h

grasses, such as Aristida, were counted as a single tu.£';

or bunch rather than as individual shoots.

Plants such as Psoralea#and

Sophora whose individual shoots projected up through the sand were uncovered so as to locate the main stem and the plant as a whole counted
as one individual.

Juncus shoots were

~

~umbered

individually as were all

other grasses and plants growing as separate shoots.
Quadrat counts were taken in areas throughout the entire dunecomplex.

Vegetated sites were chosen at random on lee slopes, crests,

windward slopes, and in the interdune valleys at different locations on
the dune-complex.

The number of quadrat samples that were taken in any

one area depended on the size of the area.

Samples were taken along the

whole length of an area by following a zigzag course from side to side.
As

the counts were ma.de, the wooden frame was turned end-over-end and a

count made in the new area and the frame fumed again along the zigzag
course.
Eight transects were made in the area.

(Figure 1)

These ware
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narrow belt transects in that the plants within six inches on either
side of the line that was being run were listed.

Three of these transec::j

traversed the width of the lower or southern dunes.

The vegetation of

this portion of the dune-comples appeared to be concentrated in a wide
belt which extended more or less unbraken across the width of the dunes,
so transects were run from the sagebrush of the general desert across the
dunes to the sagebrush and oak of the opposite side.

This was done in

order to ascertain the patterns of succession laterally across the dunecomplex.

Transects 1, 2, and 3 were made in this area, and their points

of origin were chosen at random on the dune edges.

An area which was

representative of the portion of the dune-complex which was two or
three hundred feet higher in elevation, the northern dunes, was selected
as a site for transects 5 and 6.

Transect 5 ran along the length of

the dunes, generally toward the north, while Transect 6 ran across the
dunes, at right angles to the direction of the prevailing winds.
Transect 7 was run parallel to the western edge of the southem tip of the lower dunes.

This area was chosen as being representative

of a partially stabilized section collllnon to the dune margins.

This area

also was representative of an area partially sheltered by Pinus ponderosa
trees, similar to several such areas on the complex.
Transect 8 was run from the sage of the general desert up the
steep slopes leading to the upper dunes.

This area 'vas chosen in order

to determine the course of succession on the dune margins of the upper
dunes.
Transect 4 was more or less special in that it was run up the
windward slope of a large vegetated dune and continued over the crest
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and down the lee slope.

This large dune was selected not as being rep-

resentative of dun.es in general, but because it did support vegetation
from its base up to its crest on both of its slopes.

This was the only

large dune found on the complex to have so many plants grovring on it,
so a transect was run mainly as a means of sampling the vegetatton present, but also to study succession patterns.

S&

'

.....

'

Fig. l. •• Lo:oationc of the eight tro.•uJeot made en tho d.uno• oomplex:
Nuraoon in parentheaee (le & S4) are the aeot1on n.umbora of Township 43
Swth

6 Weet.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE CLIMATE AND SOIL STUDIES
Climate
Infonnation oopied from records of the United States Weather
Bure&lll at Salt Lake City show a toji'al of 6.49 inches of precipitation at
the Kanab station during the first eight months of 1953.

Table 1 shows

the monthly temperature and precipitation values.
TABLE l

TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION RECORDED AT KANAB,, UTAH
JANUARY THROUGH AUGUST. 1953 *
Month
Jan
Feb

- Mar

Apr

May

Jun
Jul

Precipitation Mean Max.
(inchee)
Tem Temp.
0.88
41.3
66
Trace
38.8
72
0.20
0.91
0.22

Au

46.2
51.2
55.l

69.7
78.8

Min.

77
85
86
100
104

records

The Weather Bureau reoords also show that; the total yearq precipitation since 1950 has been as follows:

1950,, 7.25 inches; 1951,,14.26

inches; 1952,, 13.59 inches; and 1953 (first eight months). 6.49 inches.
Soil Studies
Moisture content. -- The results of the calculations of' moisture
content of the various dune sands appear in Table 2 and are expressed a$
per cent moisture on an oven

Jry

basis.
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TABLE 2:

:MOISTURE CONTENT OF VARIOUS SANDS
Percen

ure

Depth

indward
Slope

in

~ches
-

.~

!'-

12
24
36

2.22
2.61

3.07
1.56
2.68
3.22

1.66

3.oo
3.01
3.59

.74
2.26

0.5
2.06

2.85

2.68

2.38

These results are shown graphical]¥ in Figure 2.

2.36

Tn,e samples

taken on April 3 were the first to be taken on the dunes during the
period of this report.

No rain had fallen on the dunes since March 9 at

which time enough moisture had fallen to wet the dunes to a depth of
about

one~half

inch.

Soil samples were also taken on July 14, but at that time the
surface layers were so dry the sands caved in preventing the taking of
deeper samples

b

~

the same methods that had beea used previously.

Thes.s

surface samples showed no moisture loss upon being oven dried.
Moisture holding capacity and moisture equivalentw--The sands
showed & moisture holding capacity range between 25.l and 30.l per cent
with no appreciable correlations among depths or locations on the dunes.
The moisture equivalent which closely approximates the field

ca~oity,

a"--

showed a. range of 2.01 to 2.85 per cent, -.ial11u olfL only about one tenth
of the moisture holding capacity of the sands.

The results of these de-

terminations appear in Table 3 and the moisture holding capacity of the
various sands is shown graphical]¥ in Figure 3.
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TABLE 3

MOISTURE HOLDING C.APACITY AND MOISTURE EQUIVALENT
OF VARIOUS SAND DUNES

expressed as percentage

,..._

Dune Looati on

Depth in Inches

o..s

12

24

36

MOISTURE HOLDING CAPACITY
Interdune valleys
Lee s~opes
Windward slopes

26.9
25.5
27.4

28.l 28.5 30.l
2:6.0 27.3 26.8
25.l 27.6 26.l

Moisture Equivalent
Interdune vall~ys
Lee slopes
Windward slopes

2.33
2.54
2.52

2.15
2.85
2.52

--

2.61 2.60
2.26
2.64 2.31

Meoha.nioal anallsis.-- The percentages of the different sizes of
sand grains making up the various soil samples are shown in Table 4 and
are shown

a_

g~phioally

in Figure 5.

The findings from the h;ydrometer method of determining soil sep..
a.rates were negative.

!he amount of silt and clay was insufficient to

give a res.ding on the hydrometer scale different from that of water.
Loss on Ign.ition.--Very little organic matter was found to be
present in the sands.

Tha~

small amount present was largely due to

ments of plants, parts of insects, or excreta of animals.

The results

from these investigations are shown as per cent lo a on ignition in
Table 5 and also shown graphically in Figure 6.

fra~
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Total Nitrogen. -- The amofoit of total nitrogen found to be
present in the dune sands was very minute.

The interdune surface sam-

les were the only soils to show any nitrogen.

Of those soils contain-

ing nitrogen, all were taken from areas having either Sophora or Psoralea or both of these legumes in relative abundance.

The amount of ni•

trogen found to be present ranges from 0.00367 per cent to 0.0095 per
cent.
TABLE 4
COMPOSITION OF DUNE SANDS EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES
OF VARIOUS SIZES OF PARTICLES

I

Dune location

Depth in inohes

o-s I

12

24

3.15
0.15
0.40

4.85
0.45
0.65

11.35
0.70
0.20

59.70
86.15
81.35

79.45
79.00
81.60

22.10
9.50
11.65

6.05
13.25
12.00

l.O- 0.42 Millimeters
Interdune valleys •••••••••
Lee slopes •••••••••••••••• ~
Windward slopes •••••••••••

o.so

0.15
0.05

.

.
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Xd 0.42 - 0.177 Millimeters

Interdune valleys •••••••••
Lee slopes ••••••••••••••••
Windward slopes •••••••••••

82.25
78.20
81.45

61.80
86.30
84.70

. .
0.177 - 0.149 Millimeters
Interdune valleys •••••••••
Lee slopes ••••••••••••••••
Windward slopes •••••••••••

10.45
14.80
12.30

12.70
9.00
9.75

Less than 0.149 Millimeters
Interdune valleys •••••••••
Lee slopes •••••••••••••••• ~
Windward slopes ••••••••••• ~

6.80
6.80
5.95

22.65
4.35
5.30

13.75
3.85
5.55

Nitrogen was found in two general types of areas.

3.30
6.45
5.80
The first

type of area was one whish supported considerable Sophora and Psoralea .
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In these locations the average amount of total nitrogen present was
found to be 0.00423 per cent.

The second type of area supported the

two legumes listed above and also plants such as Aristida and Chrysothamnus.

The average amount of nitrogen present in this type of area

was 0.00818 per cent.
Moisture holding capacity and m6is-ture equivalent. -- The sands
showed a moisture holding capacity range between 25.l and 30.l per cent

I

I

I

I

with no appreciable correlations among depths or

""'·
locat~s

.

on the dunes.

: .....,.

The moisture equivalent, which closely approximates the field capacity,
'--..., showed a range of 2.01 to 2.85 per cent, values of only about one tenth
-......•....
of the moisture holding capacity of the sands. The results of these
determinations appear in Table 3, and the moisture holding capacity of
\

the various sands is shown graphically in Figure 3.

TABLE 5

'·

PERCENTAGE LOSS ON IGNITION AS AN INDEX
OF ORGANIC MATTER CONTENT
Dune location
Interdune valleys •••••
Lee slopes ••••••••••••
Windward slopes •••••••

0-6
0.314
o .161
0.165

De_.E..th in inches

rr

0.475
o .1s2
o.269

24

36

0.323
.182
0.156

0.204
0 .171
0.216

Soluble salts and hydrogen ion concentration. -- The soluble
salt content of the dune sands tested was very lov1.
to be approximately at the neutral point.
yses are recorded in Table 6.

The pI:I was found

The results of these anal-
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TABI.E 6
SOLUBI.E SALTS AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION

OF DUNE SANDS

Dune location

s 0 l ubl e

sa lt s

Interdune valleys •••••••
Lee slopes ••••••••••••••
lfindward slopes •••••••••

0-6

in _E_a rt s

21-23
26-27
20-22

Depth in inches
l

l'_e r

· 1. J. i
l!ll.

51....54
34-35
22-24

24

36

25-26
25-26

*

21-23
29-30
23-25

7.2
7.2
7.1

7.2
7.0
7.3

on

H,Ydrog_en ion concentration
Interdune valleys •••••••
Lee slopes ••••••••••••••
Windward slopes •••••••••

*

7.1
7.0
7.2

. .

Less than 20 parts per null1on

7.1
7.0
7.1

Per c nt loce

on ignition

Interd me

o.sa -

/\.

//
/

,/

/ /

~·

(~

/

_..,.-"

'"

·---"'

12

0

Fi •

/

/
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Percentage loos on ignition ais an index or
or3anio riatter procent in various dune GGnds .
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS OF THE VEGETATIVE STUDIES
General.--The vegetation was seen to be confined mainly to the
flats or valleys between the dunes and along the margins of the duneVery few of the larger dunes had any vegetation on either of

complex.

their slopes.
dunes.

Four species of plants were seen to be prominent on the

They were: Psoralea stenostachys,Sophora stenopgylla, Wyethia

scabra var. attenuata, and(§::_r yzopsis hymenoides.
One of the striking features of the dune vegetation is the long ,

,

twisted, woody stems of Psoralea stenostacl?ys lying on the surface. This
same feature was said by Rempel {18) to be outstanding on the dunes of
the Salton Sea area.

.1.

The sterns of Sophora Stenophylla were greatly

elongated and produced numerous adventitious roots at the nodes, but
these stems are not as prominent in the dune vegetation as are those of
Psors.lea..
A second feature that is at once apparent on the dunes is the
habit of growth of Wzethia scabra var. attenuata. This species obstructs
the blown sand to ·the extent that it catches it and holds it among its
leaves and then its sterns elongate elevating the plant above the growing mound of sand until a hummock of sand is formed, topped by the
Wyethia shoots.

These Wyethia hununocks are very prominent on the dunes,

especially near the edges.

The sands had bee:m 'blown away from some of

these hummocks exposing the matted and twisted stems and roots for a
considerable depth below the surface.
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Plate III.--Greatly elongated stems 0£ Psoralea stenostachys
showing the vegetative £eature of this species which enables it to
grow above and beyond the piling sands.

PLATE III
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·"-..,

Plate IV.--Typical hummocks fonned by !):ethia scabra var. Attenuata
shmving the twisted stems and roots so effective in binding the moving
aands.

Photo taken while the plants were in the winter condition.

PLATE IV
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Quadrat counts. -- The data from the quadrat samplings were
analyzed and recorded in table form.

The frequency of the different

species is shown as the per cent of the samples in which the species
occurred;

the abundance of the species is reco.rded as the number of

plants per square meter;

the composition is expressed as the per cent

of the total number of plants in the samples.
Eight inte.rdune valleys were sampled by the quadrat count method.

The findings of these investigations are recorded btrlow in

Tables 7 through 14.
TABLE 7

VEGETATION OF INTERDUNE VALLEY ON SOUTHERN
DUNES AS SEEN IN 58 QUADRAT SAMPLES*
JUNE 29, 1953

Species

Frequenoy

SoEhora steno12hylla •••••••
Wyethia scabra attenuata ••
Juncus balticua •••••••••••
Psoralea stenodtachys •••••
Senecio spartioides •••••••
, Reverchonia arenaria •••••
O!Izo12sis h;ymenoide~~··••••

36.2
32.8
32.8
22.4
17.2
13.8
10.3

·Abundance
(plants per
s_quare meterl
Max . Min . Ave.

(%)

6
52
10
5
56
16
3

Composition
(per cent of
total ..E_lantsl
Max. Min. A.ve.

o.s

0
0

100.0 0
100.0 0
100.0 0
100.0 0
100.0 0
89.0 0
100.0 0

5.2
1.7
0.5
2.0

0

0
0
0

o.9

0

.
•Valley was approximately
200 by 30 yards;

0.2

19.2
23.5
22.7
9.5

u.o

.

7.6
6.1

dune, 45 feet high

Three species were found to be dominant in the interdune valley
sampled in this location.

They are:

Sophora stenophylla, Wyethia

ra var. attenuata, and Juncus balticua.

~-

Reverchonia arenaria was in

the seedling stage on this date, as it was when all other quadrat samples were taken.

At a later date it was seen that many of these seed-

lings had dried up and died.

l-J.ISTORJ/1N S OFPICE
1

Chmch of)rs11s

Ch;~rt ~/ l

c:t!n -dry SaintJ
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Samples were taken in an interdune valley at the base of the
largest dune on the southern dunes.
one to the south.

This dune was also the farthest

The valley measured 100 yards by 35 yards, approx-

imately, and was sheltered by a dune some 70 feet high.

The results

of this sampling are shown in Table 8.
TABLE 8

FLORAL COMPONENTS OF 46 QUADRAT SAMPLES

TAKEN IN INTERDUNE VALLEY ON SOUTHERN
DUNES. JUNE 2Q, 1953

Species
O~zoEsis hymenoides ••••
Sophora stenophylla •••••
Wyethia scabra attenuata
Psoralea stenostachys •••
Reverchonia arenaria ••••
Juncus balticua •••••••••
Seneoio spartioides •••••

Frequency

(%)

61.0
50.0
50.0
41.3
32.7
8.7
2.2

Abundance
(plants per
square meterl
Max. Min. Ave.
7
8
47
10
28
14
1

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1.8
1.7
3.6
1.3
1.9
0.4
0.02

Composition
(per cent of
total plants)
Max. Min. Ave.
100.0
100.0
100;0
100.0
80.0
100.0
14.2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

27.9
17.l
23.4
15.8
ll.l
4.3
0.3

As seen in Table 8 above, Oryzopsis hymenoides was encountered
more frequently than the other species in this particular valley.

The

average number of plants per square meter of this species was on a par
with Sophora, Reverohonia, and Psoralea. Wyethia averaged more plants
per square meter than the other species.

The sparseness of t he veg-

etation becomes very evident when the two tables above and those that
follow are studied.
Fifty-five qua.drat samples were taken in an interdune valley
at the base of the third largest dune from the south end.

The dune

sheltering the flat at the base was approximately sixty-five feet hi gh,
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and the valley was 100 yards long by 50 yards wide.

Results are shown

in Table 9.
TABLE 9
FLORA OF 55 QUADRAT SAMPLES IN VALLEY AT BASE
OF THIRD LARGEST OF THE SOUTF-ERN DUNES
JUNE 30, 1953

Frequency

Species

(%)

74.2
68.6
51.8
27.8
12.9
9.2
7.4

Sophora stenbphylla ••••••••
Psoralea stenostachyi••••••
Reverchonia arenaria •••••••
Oryzopsis hymenoides •••••••
Calamovil:fa gigantea •••••••
Juncus balticus ••••••••••••
Red:fieldia :flexuosa ••••••••

Abundance
(plants per
s_9.uare meterl
Max. Min. Ave.
14
22
59
7
7
102
4

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

4.1
4.3
4.3
0.7
0.5
3.1
0.2

Composition
(per cent o:r
total _Q_lantsl
Max. Min. Ave.
100.0
100.0
90.8
100.0
85.7
95.4
20.0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

33.6
30.4
16.7
8.5
3.7
5.5
0.9

Sixteen quadrat samples were taken in a small, pebbly valley
at the base o:r a 15-:root dune.
approximately.

The valley measured 80 yards by 25 yards,

The results of this sampling apprea in Table 10.
TABLE 10

VEGET.AXION IN PEBBLY INTERDUNE VALLEY ON SOUTHERN
DUNES AS SEEN IN 16 Q.UADRAT SAMPLES
JUNE 17 J 1953

Species
Reverchonia arenaria •••••••
Sophora stenophylla ••••••••
Psoralea stenostachys ••••••
Astrag;alus striatifiorus •••
Aristida longiseta •••••••••
Oenothera runcinata ••••••••
O~zopsis hymenoides •••••••

Frequency

(%)

93.6
86.7
86.7
66.7
53.3
20.0
13.3

Abundance
Composition
(plants per
,_per cent o:r
square meter)
total __E_lants l
Max. Min . Ave. Max. Min. A.ve.
71
10
16
5
13
3
l

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

23.6 87.7
4.5 83.4
5.5 50.0
1.4 13 .8
2.8 26.0
0.3
6.8
0.1
5.3

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

53.8
21.9
13.8
3.0
6.3
o.3
0.4
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The vegetati on in the center and northern portions of the dunes
was not nearly so abundant as that on the southern dunes, therefore,
two interdune valleys in each of these locations were sampled.

In the

center section a valley 100 yards long by 75 yards wide was in the lee
of a dune approximately twenty feet high.
over the floor of the valley.

Small hummocks were scattered

Fifty-nine quadrat samples were taken in

this location and the results are recorded in Table 11.
TABLE 11
VEGETATION ON SANDY HUMMOCKS
OF .AN INTERDUNE VALLEY
(59 QUA.DRAT SAMPLES)
JUNE 17, 1953
Composition
Abundance
(plants
per
Fre(per cent of
quency
s_quare meter)
total ~lants)
Max. Min. A.ve. Max. Min< Ave
(%)

Species

Psoralea stenostaohys ••••••••••• 92.1
Reverchonia arenaria •••••••••••• 89.6
Sophora stenophylla ••••••••••••• 63.2
28.9
Oryzopsis hymenoides •••••••••••• 21.0
Aristida longiseta •••••••••••••• 7.9
Calamovilfa gigantea •••••••••••• 7.9
Oenothera runcinata ••••••••••••• 2.6

20
53
21
38
2
20
9
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7.2
14.9
4.1
3.7
0.3
1.3
0.5
0.1

72.0
89.3
100.0
72.8
11.7
62.6
31.0
6.1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

26.3
39.1
17.4
10.7
1.7
3.8
1.4
0.2

Forty quadrat samples were taken in the second central valley.
The dune sheltering the valley was fifteen feet high and the valley was
100 yards long and 40 yards wide.

In this area Reverchonia arenaria

seedlings were growing at the base of the dune, and it was evident that
t hey had ·fallen or rolled down the slip-face of the dune until coming
to rest at t he base.

Here they germinated in the shelter of the dune.

The results of the quadrat counts made in t his valley are shown in Table
12.
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TABLE 12

FLORAL COMPONENTS OF 40 QUADRAT SAMPLES
IN I NTERDUNE VALLEY IN CENTRAL DUNES
JUNE

~1'7S

'""""'<

30, 1953

Frequenoy

S pe oies

(%)

Reverchonia arenaria •••••••
Redfieldia flexuosa ••••••••
Oryzopsis hymenoides •••••••
Wyethia soabra attenuata •••
••

100.0
37.6
30.0
22.5
22.5

Composition
Abundance
(plants per
(per cent of
[l:;_ota.l 2_lantsl
s_g_uare meterJ
W
JS.x. Min. Ave. N..ax. Min. A.ve.
75
3
6

&

3

0
0

0
0

23.4
0.6
0.7

0

o.&
o.3

100.0 52.5
50.0 0
30.0 0
8.l 0
18.1 0

88.4
4.2
1.2
2.9
1.2

The first interdune valley sampled on the northern dunes was in
the lee of a 20-foot dune, and was 100 yards long and 40 yards wide.
The results of these samples are shown in Table 13.

The dominant per-

ennial species in this area was Psoralaa stenostachys.
TABLE 13
FLORA OF INTERDUNE VA.LLEY
ON NORTHERN DUNES
(23 QUAD RAT S/11,fi'LES)
JUNE 18, 1953

Species
Fsoralea stenostachys ••••••
••••
Reverchonia arenaria •••••••
Oryzopsis hymenoides •••••••
SoEhora stenophylla ••••••••

Frequency

(%)

100.0
78.5
74.0
17.4
13.0

Abundance
(plants per
s_g_uare meterl
Max. Min Ave.
21
8.2
T
0
7.7
45
67
0 12.8
17
0
1.8
2
0
0.2

Composition
(per cent of
total _l)_lants)
Max. Min. Ave.
100.0 3.~ 40.3
19.8
90.0
0
32.9
94.8
0
0
6.1
60.0
8.7
0.7
0

The second interdune valley which was sampled on the northern
dunes was an area approximately 50 yards by 50 yards and was in the lee
of a dune fifteen feet high.

Fifjy-four quadrat samples were taken in
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the valley and the results appear in Table 14.
TABLE 14

FLORAL COMPONENTS OF 54 QUADRAT SAMPLES
TAKEN IN INTERDUNE VALLEY ON NORTHERN DUNES
JUNE 30, 1953

Fre-

Species

~uency

(%)

Psoralea stenostachys •••••••

•••

Reverchonia arenaria ••••••••
Oenothera ru.~cinata •••••••••
Orysopsis h;vnenoides ••••••••
Chrysothamnus sp ••••••••••••
Sphaeralcea ambigua •••••••••
Salsola pestifer ••••••••••••

94.6

90.9
68.7
37.1
20.4
0.05
0.05
o.~2

/

Abundance
(plants per
s_g_uare meterl
Max. Min. Ave.
25
96
61
7
9

3

1

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Composition
(per cent of
total J?).antsl
Max. Min. Ave.

10.0 100.0
13.8
92.3
9.1
87.2
0.9
35.0
0.8
23.7
0.1
10.0
0.05
3.4
0.05 10.3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

32.5
36.6
25.0
1.6
2.2
0.4
0.1
0.2

Two separate areas occupying dune crests were sampled by the
quadrat method.

The crest on the northern dunes is recorded in Table

15 and the results of the sampling on the other crest which was in the

south-central portion of the dunes are shown in Table 16.

The two

common legumes, Sophora and Psoralea, are prominent in the flora of
these two areas.

The crests sampled were among the very few crests on

the dune-complex to support plant life to any',extent, and were chosen
because of this reason.

other species were found growing in these two

locations, species whose seeds had apparently found lodgement among the
stems and leaves of the leguminous pioneers.

Among those species noted

in this respect were Reverchonia arenaria, Aristida longiseta, and
Oryzopsis hymenoides.
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Plate

v. --

Typical interdune valley with Sophora stenop11ylla

and Psoralea stenostaohys (Psora.lea in the background).

PLATE V
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TABLE 15
FLORAL COMPONENTS OF 42 QUADRAT SAMPLES
TAKEN ON CRES'I'. ))F NORI'h"ERN DUNES
JUNE'i8, 1953

Frequency

Species

(%)

Sophora stenopl1ylla ••••••
Psoralea stenostaohys ••••
••••

Aristide. longiseta •••••••
Reverchonia arenaria •••••
Oryzopsis hymenoides •••••
Cryptanthe barbige~ ••••
t,.

100.0
81.5
9.5
9.5
7.2
4.8
2.4

Abundance
(plants per
s_quare meterl
Max. Min. Ave.
13
lo
10

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

16
2
;2

7.3
4.8
0.6
0.2

o.s

0.1
0.04

Composition
(per cent of
total p_la.ntsl
N..ax. Min. .Ave.
100.0 10.7
86.77 0
0
35.7
0
7.1
55.3
0
14.3
0
14.3
0

60.4
32.5
2.2
1.7
2.5
0.4
0.3

TABLE: 16
FLORAL COMPONENTS OF 15 QUA.DE.Ai SAMPLES
TAKEN ON CREST ON CENTRAL DUNES
JUNE 17, 1953

Abundance
Species
Sophora itenophylla. ....
Psoralea~stenostacgys •••
Reverchonia arenaria ••••
OryzoEsis lzy'menoides ••••

Frequency

(%)

100.0
66.7
60.0
33.3
20.0

COm.pos:ition

(plants per
(per cent of'
s_ciuare meter)
total _1.'_la.ntsl
M.ax. Min. Ave. Max. Min. Ave.
11
15
64
2
2

2
0
0
0
0

6.1
4.1
15.9
0.6

o.3

88.3
77.8
88.9
16.3
12.5

8.8
0
0
0
0

31.2
22.3
41.8
3.6
1.2
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The windward slopes a.nd the lee slip-faces were ch.aracticall.y
lacking in vegetative cover.
w&.re sampled.

However, one lee a.nd one windward. slope

The lee slope was on a large dune on the south end,

~

The windward slope was

dune of approximately sixty-five feet in height.

on a northern dune, and was about twenty feet high. The results appear
in Tables 17 and 18, respectively.
TABLE 17
VEGETATION ON LEE SLOPE OF A SOUTHERN DUNE
AS SEEN IN 2 9 QUADRAT SAMPLES
JUNE 30, 1953

Abundance
Frequenoy

Species

%
Redfieldi•kf'l:exuoS.a ••••••
Psoraiea stenbstac~s ••••

·82.e
17.2

(plants
per
sc;uare meterJ
Max. Min. Ave.
0
0

100~0

100.0

a.s

2.0

Composition
~

(13er centof
total Plant_a_l
Max. Min. Ave.
0 .
0

100.0

loo.o

96.5

16.6

TABLE 18
VEGETATION ON WINDWARD SLOPE OF A NORTHERN DUNE
AS SEEN IN 16 QUADRAT SAMPLES

JUNE 18, 1953

Species

Frequenoy

%
Psoralea stenostac!lys••••

•••

Reverchonia arenaria •••••
Sophora stenopb.ylla ••••••
Oryzo~sis hymenoides •••••

100.0
62.5
56.2
43.7

6.2

Abundance
(plants
per
square meter)
Max. Min. Ave.
18
38

80 .
4

1

l

0
0
0
0

6.9
7.8
10.2
1.1

0.1

Composition
(per cent
of
total _p_lants_l
Ma:s. Min. Ave.
100.0
81.5
92.0

so.o
1.1

2.3
0
0
0

0

44.9
23.l
24.4
7.4
0.1

/
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Transeot studies.-- The three

transeo~s

which were made across

the width of the dunes (Transects 1, 2, and 3) showed a general pattern
of lateral succession on the dune-complex.

Here was seen a series of

stages having no olear-cut lines of demarcation between them, but rather
a gradual transition from the brushland vegetation of the general desert
outside of the dunes to the s parse covering of the central dunes.

The

encroaching vegetation passes through the more or less stable phases of
the dunes' edges to the areas of instability in the inner portions of the
dunes where Sophora and Bsoralea may be seen growing together or separately in different areas.

Large expanses of sand were traversed in this re-

gion in which there were no plants growing.

The findings of these three

transects are recorded in Tables 19 through 21.
Transect 4 was made over the largest and the most southern of the
dunes.

This transect was divided arbitrarily into two areas, Area 1 be-

ing that part of the transect which passed over the windward slope and
Area 2 being that which went across the lee slope of the dune.

The vege-

tation on the two sides of the dune was similar, but the windward slope
appeared to support a c<bvering of vegetation which was slightly more
abundant than that on the lee slope.

One feature of the vegetation on

this dune did not show in the transect.

1

Several Eriogonum alatum plants

were seen scattered over the windward slope, but no plant fell in the
limits of the transect.
lee slope.

This aspect of the vegetation was absent on the

Table 22 is the record of this transect.

The large dune sampled in Transect 4 is in the lee of several
large Pinus ponderosa trees which give considerable shelter to the wind-

~

ward slope.
J//1.-(.;).,<..f

..-f-.
t t

Here the force of the wind is obstructed sufficiently to
f\D.

1" 1' . .t- t1'{.
r/ ;;
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allow plants to grow on the windward slope.

TABLE 19

FLORAL COMPOSITION ACROSS WIDTH OF DUNES
IN TRANSECT NUMBER 1

Plant
Artemisia tridebtata
Psoralea stenostachys
Chry s othamnus s pp•
Senecio spartioides
Juni_E_e rus utahens is
-Wyethia scabra attenuata
Sophora stenop}V_l._~a
Purshia tridentata
Calamovilfa _g__i_g_antea
.
Yuocai narrimaniae
Quercus utahens1s
O_:z..zopsis hymenoides
Oenothera runcinata

Area T
266 Feet
0
to
266 1
24
24
7

--g-

1

Area~

326 Feet
266
to
592 I
4

13

HY

47
2_~

2
2
2

_!

Area 3
132 Feet
592
to
724 1
11.
2

*

Area 4
720 Feet
724
to
1444 1

Area 5
746 Feet
1444
to
2190'
6--g-

~6

1--g_12_

57

48
23

10

2

2_2_

1

5
l

15
~

Reverchonia arenaria
Muhlenber~a _£un_g.ens
Pinus _E_onderose.
Le~odactylon nuttalli
Total

*

59

104

·Area 6
641 Feet
2190
to
2831'
1
28
5

49

101

81

Figures record the number of plants ecountered along the transect.

area

7

65 Feet
2831
to
2896'

area 8
42 Feet
2896
to
2938'

3
3

2_
3

3

21

2

~

_2_

134

12
1
24

l
24
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TABLE 20

FLORAL COMPOSITION ACROSS WIDTH OF DUNES
IN TRANSECT NUMBER 2
Area 2 Area 3
~22 Ft. 1250 Ft 699Ft.
0
722 ----•.t f\ , 1~7_2:-··· to
to
to
722 t
1972 t
2572 1
l

~rea

Plant

W...z._ethia scabra attenua.
Psora}"ea stenosta~s
0.I:;f_ZO_..E.sis ~enoides
Galamovilfa _g_igantea
Soph.ora sten~lla
Ch~sothamnus SEE_•

Erio_g_inum alatum
Abronia salsa
Muhl_enber__g_ia pun_g_ens
Oenothera runcinata
.Astra5alus stri_!l-tiflorus
~enecio spe.rtioides
Pinus _E_onderosa
Total
~

9

7
7
5
2
1
1
1

1
72_
2
11
104

-

--

Area 5 Area 6
400 Ft~ 200 Ft •
2822
3222
to
to
3222' 3422'
52
lT
3
1

32
44

2

16
3

l
1

_!

106

210

0

76

0
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The studies made in Transects 5, 6, and 1 showed little in the

-r:... _,,_

~

60
13

Area 4
250 Ft
2572
to
2822'

IXi

o-f .,,._,

successional patterns.

They portray merely sampling of the spec-

ies of plants on the particular areas.

The first two transects were

made on a large open area on the northern dunes, an area which could be
classed as an interdune valley, although it runs parallel with the long
axis of the dune-complex and therefore parallel to the direction of the
prevailing winds-.

It has a few Pinus ponderosa trees at its southern

end which provide some shelter to the area.
made on nearly level terrain.
24.

These two transects were

The results are recorded in Tables 23 and
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TABLE 21

FLORAL COMPOSITION ACROSS WIDTH OF DUNES
IN TRANSBCT NlThIBER 3

ffga~
0

to

Plant
Sophora stenopeylla
Ch!:lsotnamnus spp.
Artemisia tridentata
Psora}'"ea stenosta~s
Calamovilfa _g_i_g_a.ntea.
Ory:x:~s is Izymenoides
Senecio S_.E!:..rtiol..Oes
Aristide. lon_g_iseta
,ft
A.scTei_la.s
Oenothere. runcina.ta
~

C~tanthe
W~ethia

d

·-·~

,. -

250- 1'

Trea
650 ~
Ft.
250
to
1900'

t~a~.
1900
to
2235'

88

59

03

14

""3"

2_3_
12
1

111
1
5

3
~
2

~

4

-z

T

~<..'.c:'..

1:
1

1

±

_,f

aoabra attenuata
Total

79

_2_2

81

207

TABLE 22
FLORAL COMPOSITION UPON LARGE SOUTHERN DUNE
IN TRANSECT NUMBER 4

Plant
soabra attentuata
So__p_hore. steno_E_hylla
0_!7.z ~sis ~enoides
Calamovill'a gigan~ea
Total

~ethia

Area 1
669 Ft.
0
to
669 1

Area 2
231 Ft.
669
to
900'

52

34

16
6

3

25

99

7
1

45

66

TABLE 23

FLORAL COMPOSITION OF .AN INTERDUNE VALLEY
IN TRANSECT NUMBER 5
f
,,..
~~•

JI;." "'. _
/:.' • D. . -.
//~..,._.,.._,.~

Species

?

/" //

>

..)

'

.

(ft , ,

· ~G~e~mmpmo~e~i~b±inottu
~

.·1·

• ~o

\

Wyethia scabra attenuata ••••••••••• 10
Ps ora lea stenos taohys. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9
Giiia fruotescens •••••••••••••••••• 6
Oryzopsis :hymenoides ••••••••••••••• 3
Sophora stenophylla ••••••••••••••• • 3

\
\,
\

~~:~;~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~1

/)

Eriogonum alatwn•••••••••••••••••••
Populus angustifolia•••••••••••••••--1:...
Total
41

I

TABLE 24

FLORAL COMPOSITION IN AN INTERDUNE VALLEY
IN TRANSECT NUMBER 6 *
Species

Q ew:p: ee iii& ha

Sophora stenophylla•••••••••••••••
0317opsis hymenoides••••••••••••••
G ia fructesoens •••••••••••••••••
Wyethia soabra attenuata ••••••••••
Chry:sothamnus spp. •••••••••••••••
Leptodactylon nuttalli••••••••••••
Juncus balticus•••••••••••••••••••
Muhlenbergia pu.ngens••••••••••••••
Eriogonum alatum••••••••••••••••••
Psoralea stenostachys •••••••••••••
Purshia tridentata••••••••••••••••
Pinus ponderosa •••••••••••••••••••
Total

/

I

/

/

/

I

./

i.f...-

31

29

13

10
8
5
4
3
3
3
2

1
112

•Transects 5 and 6 were made in the same interdune valley.
Transect 5 was 423 feet long and transect 6 was 400 feet long.
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Transect 7 was made on )l\ore or less level ground also,, and although it

~s

a long trayerse; the vegetation did not show any well de-

fined types or successional trends.

Two Pinus ponderosa trees appear in

the record of this transect (Table . 25),, but the line of traverse actually passed through an area in which there were several of these large
trees.

These furnish considerable shelter from the effects of the

wind~

and account, in pa.rt at least, for the numerous species growing in the
area.

A characteristic feature of the vegetation in this area is the

Wyethia hummocks and the two legumes, Sop}lora and Psoralea, which are
present

in relative abundance as is Oryzopsis hymenoides also.

TABLE 25
VEGETATION OF TEE '·SOUTHWEST N'.A-l\GINS OF TEE r·DUNES
TRANSECT NUMBER 7 --14, 127 FEET
l'l , ,
:l;?f~_,./r..e <J. • I '"'"''h' ;
Species
_!:.ompesition

Wyethia scabra attenuata ••••••• 422
Sophora stenophylla•••••••••••• 103
Oryz.o ls is hymenoides •••••• • •. •. 94
Psora ea stenostachys •••••••••• 89
Reverchonia arenarii ••••••••••• 28
Muhlenbergia p\l);ens •••••••••••• 27
Calamovilfa gigantea ••••••••••• 20
Ch~sothamnus spp. •••••••••••• 16
Gil1a fructescens ••••••••••••••
7
6
Eriogonum alatum•••••••••••••••
Oenothera runcinata ••••••••••••
5
2
Pinus ponderosa••••••••••••••••
2
Senecio spartioides ••••••••••••
Leptodactylon nuttalli •••••••••
l
Total

822
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Plate VI.--Partially stablized area where the effects of the
wind are lessened by the Pinus ponderosa trees.
forms the dominant species in this area.

Sopliora. stenophylla

PLATE VI
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Marginal succession was seen in transect 8 and the pattern of
this northern section of the dune-complex was s'i milar to that of the
southern dunes.

The vegetation of the general desert

is encroaching up-

on the dunes and only the instability of the soils of the central dunes
prevents complete encroachment by the brushland vegetation.

The shelter-

ed valleys of the upper dunes support shrubs such as Purshia tridentata,
Quercus utahensis, Artemisia tridentata, and Chrysothamnus spp ••
Transect 8 was started at the western edge of the northern dune$
and travessed a steep slope had drifted over the sides of the cliffs on
the eastern edge of the dune area.

From this steep slope the transect
WI

passed through an area on the upper dunes1

•·"

&fl-&i'&EI.

more or less level.

The transect was divided into two areas based upon the chaamcter of the
vegetation, which was modified by the degree of the slope as well as th&
unstable sands of the level part.

Much of the western portion of the

transect passed through relativelJ stable regions.

It did not pass

through any of the little sheltered valleys which had Quercus utahensis
growing in them although there were several of these atreas on either
side of the line of traverse and within just a few yards distance. These
valleys showed a relatively high degree of stabilization and in them
were seen many of the species of plants recorded along the line of
Transect 8.
Wyethia scabra attenuata was prominent on the loosely piled sandm
which had drifted over the cliffs.

In this region, as well as in other

similar areas on the northern dunes, this species did not form the characteristic hummocks seen on the southern dunes.

The reason for this is

71
that the sand piled up on the plants too fast as it fell or rolled over
the slip-faces .
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Plate VII.--Wyethia soabra var. attanuata growing
above the piling sands of a slip-face on the northern

dunes.

PLATE VII

•

\

...·

"I

\

'

f14

Plate VIII.--Windswept valley on the northern dunes.
Wyethia scabra var. attenuata forming embryo dunes in
the valley and on tha lateral slip-face.

PLATE VIII
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TABtE 26

FLORAL COMPOSITION OF TRANSECT NUMBER 8
ON EDGE OF NORTHERN DUNES
Area l
Plant

~

'jl-t.",;'
(

Artemisia tridentata
Muhlenbergia p~ens
Seneoio spart1o'fd-es
1Yryzo:e_s1s hymenoides
Juniperus utahensis
Chrysothamnus spp.
Leptodactylon ~un_g_ens
Le_E._todao~on nuttalli
Yucca harrirnan1ae
Cy_E_erus schwe1ni tzii
Bouteloua _g_racTlis
Oenothra runcinata
~ethia scabra attenuata
Erio_g_onum inf latum.
Erio_g_onum aJatum
Castille_j_a linariaefolia
C__!XE_tan the b:J:.. :.1: • "" _J_ ' A '
Purshia tridentata I
Reverchonia arenaria
Calamovilfa gi_g__antea
Redfieldia flexuosa
Psoralea stenostachys
Pinus _E_onderosa
So_E_hora steno_..E..hylla

1250 Ft
900

900'

2150'

to

86

5-!1
~:r
4
4
4
3

2

2

2

2
l

1

l
l

to

~

T

19
~2

-S4
4
2
2
""3"
3
84
7
2

17

16
T3
ll
8
4
4
3
3

uilia fructescens
Abronia salsa
Tradescantia -~aramiensis
Asclep1as :eHlila '.J_ .,_.,_ '
Pentstemon laev1s
Total

Area 2

900 Ft.
0

~

2
_l_
l

203

270
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Notes on specific
o~n

-r

species.~-ifte..J.m.portant

pi

e ~~.IJ;J

CA~

plants observed

the dune-complex were Psoralea stenostachls, Sophora steno£hylla,

Oryzops.is ~- hY!!?:en·oid·es ·;. :. and Wyethia scabra var. attenuata. The first
"""p} .. ~ ) ..,
three species named ~e .seea ae "'9he pioneers of the interdune valleys,
$

~·.4?

mainly, while 1'fyethia e.ppear.1111! s
near the dune margins.

a pioneer species of the bare areas

Of lesser importance were Calamovilfa gigantea

and Redfieldia flexuosa.

These two grasses were foWl.d to be pioneers

of certain small areas.

Redfieldia was a pioneer on the lee slope of

one of the large southern dunes.

(Table 17)

Reverchonia arenaria

was also observed to occupy certain areas -- notably bases of lee
slopes of small dWl.es -- as a pioneer.

This species being small and

an annual, its role as a pioneer is of small consequence as compared
with that played by such species as Psoralea and Sophora.
Tidestrom (22) gives a rather wide

distribution~ all

but a

few of the species found on or in the near vicinity of the Kane County
dunes.

Those which are relatively limited in their areas of distrib-

ution include many of the pioneer plants listed above.

He states that

Psoralea stenostachyS is limited to the sandy soil of the artemesia
belt of Utah.
Utah.

Graham (10) lists this species as being endemic to

Sophora stenophylla is not confined to an area as limited as

that of its associate, Psoralea, but it is to be found in the southern
part of Utah and northern Arizona, and in New Mexico, according to
Tidestrom.
Rydberg (19) states that Wyethia scabra Hook is found from
Ne\v

Mexico to Utah.

Graham (10) found this same species in the
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Atriplex-Tetradymia association of the Uinta Basin of Utah and Colorado, saying that it was found oc·casionally at low altitudes in the
Central ~asin.

The variety found on the Kane County dunes has been

named by Weber as Wyethia scabra var. attenuata.
Tidestrom (22) does not record Calamovilfa gigantea, Redfieldia
flexuosa, or Reverchonia arenaria in Utah.

~-l..

The first1\ collections of

these three species were made on the Kane County dunes by B. F. Harrison
in August 1946.

Hitchcock (12) does not list the two grasses as being

found in Utah, but gives their distribution as follows:

Redfieldia,

the sand hills of South Dakota to Oklahoma, west to Colorado and Arizona;

Calarnovilfa, sand dunes of North Dakota, Texas, and Arizona.

Kearney and Peebles (13) give the distribution of Reverchonia as southern Utah, New Mexico, northeastern Arizona, Texas, and northern Mexico.
At;tragalus striatiflorus was found almost exclusively in small,
pebbly interdune valleys.

This plant was the first to be seen in flower

during the 1953 summer season, specimens being taken on April 28.

This

plant is not of great significance as a dune-former or dune-holder, for
it lies very close to the ground aad is too small to obstruot either
the winds or moving sand.

This species is comparatively rare.

Speoimens

were sent to Mr. Rupert C. Barnaby of Wappingers Falls, New York, for
identification, and he stated in his letter that this species is known
so far only from the Zion Escarpment in western Kane and eastern Washington counties •

Barnaby (2) also states that

"this

exceedingly ob-

scure species has been known up to the present only from an inadequate

'11'

fragment, devoid of pods, which was gathered by Jones in red sand,
I

above Springdale' (the western entrance to Zion Park) Washington County,
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Utah, in September, 1894'.
Four species of plants which very frequently are associated
with soils having considerably more available water than do the dune
sands were encountered on the dune-complex.

They are: (1) Juncus

~

icus, (2) Tamarix gallica, (3) Salix lutea, and (4) Populus angustifolia.
All of these plants showed considerable capacity for rising above the
piling sands, for their stems were uncovered and examined to depths
in so far as the caving in of the sands would allow.

Attempts made to

correlate the presence of these species with a possible greater supply
of water than found elsewhere on the dunes were unsuccessful.

No diff-

erences in soil moisture of any significance were found at the depths
attained in the sampling processes.
A.a a matter of speculation only, the map of this region furn-

ished by the Bureau of Land Management of the United States Department
of the Interior dated

S~ember

1921 shows the presence of water pock-

ets and a small pond in the northern portion of the dunes where several
of the willows and poplars were found to be growing.

No such water

pockets were found during the course of the investigation covered in
this report, but as Cowles (8) observed, willows and poplars have a
decided capacity for rapid elongation of their stems in a dune situ/ation
and are able to maintain contact with a water supply some distance from
their crowns.

This may be the answer to the occurrence of willows,

poplars, and other 'water-loving' plants on the dunes -- a deep-seated
supply of water below the surface layers, but further work along this
line of investigation would have to be done to confinn this.
One Populus angustifolia tree was found to be growing in the
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Plate IX. -- Clumps of Populus angustifolia growing above the piling
sands of a slip-face on the northern dunes.

Sophora stenophylla and

Oryzopsis hymenoides may also be seen on the slip-face.

PLATE IX
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central portion of the southern dunes in an interdune valley having the
lowest elevation of any spot in the dune-complex.

The trunk was hor-

izontal, having fallen because of part of the sand being removed from
its base.

A few short, vertical branches in leaf were the only signs

of life in this tree, and it seemed to exist as a relic of a fonner
vegetation which enjoyed a more abundant water supply.

There is a

stand of Populus tremuloides which follows a drainage line along the
northwestern edge of a portion of the dunes • . It is a relatively dense
stand and follows the drainage line for a distance of three or four
hundred yards.

Still, the question of water supply for these poplars

and those on the dune-complex needs further investigation.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
The stability of the sand is of prime importance in determining
the species and number of individuals which grow upon the dunes as well
as determining the stages of succession through which they pass.

The

different degrees of sand stability are best explained by a description
of the dune features.

The dune-complex consists of an elongated basin

with.numerous moving dunes lying in 'the bottom of a depression formed
by lateral or marginal dunes lying along the long edges of the basin
at a higher el.evation.

The dunes in the basin proper lie at right an-

c

glee to the direstion of the prevailing winds which cause them to be
moved in a ganerally northerly direction at the rate of a few feet each
year.

Many of these dunes assume typical crescent shapes described by

Rempel (18) and they have gradually sloping windward sides and steep
lee slopes.

These dunes move forward with the full force of the wind,

but the lateral dunes at the margins of the basin lie approximately
parallel to the direction of the winds, and &Xe eansed

b~

move much

more slowly than the dunes of the basin because the force of the wind
has been diminished.

The sands are moved outward in a direction gen-

erally at right angles to the prevailing wind direction by the eddy
currents in the winds which fonn at the tips of the dunes which
down in the basin.

i:::i::e ~

The sand is carried up and out from the center of

the dune-complex by these currents, and then it falls or slides down
the outer lee slopes of the marginal dunes.

In this way the marginal

dunes do move, but do so very slowly and at right angles to the wind

t, ~ 1
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direction.
The sand in the basin is in a very unstable condition;

the

winds pick it up from the windward slopes and carry it some distance
to the crests of the dunes where some of it falls down the lee slopes
into the interdune valleys and the rest is carried to the far side of
the valley where it is deposited by a process Bagnold (a) called sedimentation.

The sands in the interdune valleys shaw the greatest de-

gree of stabilization of any of the basin

sand~ for

it is here that the

effects of the wind are at a minimum, and it is at the edge or base of
the windward slopes just beyond the area of deposition by sedimentation
that the valley sands are most stable, for the portions nearest the lee
slopes are constantly being covered with sands sliding down the slipfaces and the sands farther up the windward slopes are constantly being
removed by the winds.

Thus there are two general areas of relative

stability in the dune-complex:

(1) the sands of the interdune valleys,

and (2) the sands of the marginal dunes.
It is just beyond the area of deposition in the interdune valleys that the pioneers start, the soils being comparatively stable and
subject to the minimum forces of the wind.

Species such as Psoralea

stenostachys, Sophora stenophylla, and Oryzopsis hymenoides become
established in these places.

These pioneer species are subjected to

all the rigors of the environment
continue life upon the dunes¥

~-~~-Al

--~

become established and

lfactors of the environment which are

extreme at the outset are greatly intensified on the dunes.
The moisture content of the interdune valleys was found to be
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greater than at any other place on the dunes, a factor which enhances
~'

;

·1~

the establishment of the pioneer species,\ The available moisture in
the sand was found to lie at depths of twelve inches and below, and
the amount which was available was only approximately three per cent
pf the actual moisture holding capacity of the sand as determined experimentally.
es.efu-1

Ia

ru:d

une, s.peO"ie&c

..-. ..

~eve.iopeG-J.oog

root-e whieh penetrate t-o the

~~PP"J,y-~ of moisture.
Evaporation of water from the lower levels is
_Q ' .i
./\..< </_.t; '-'-""·
I ,-..;
/ ,•'"\. • .. ~ ( ~
!\ prevented by the layers of loese, dry sand on the surfaceJ' ~-. ~
d;1y .4l wi>f:{d ,tends to ocy m>t

The interdune valleys showed a greater percentage of the larger
sand particles and also of the smallest palttticles, especially at depths
of one foot and below.

The larger particles had been m01Zed there by the

process of saltation in which they had been struck and moved by fast
moving smaller par-t;oles carried by the wind. Upon reaching the valleys
~'\.(;( .; t.: ~
they remained there be~ng4t ~ be picked up by wind currents. The smallest particles in the valleys were deposited there by sedimentation by
the winds which carried the sand over the crest of the dunes and then
dropped their loads on the lee sides.

}-

This assortment of vatiously

sized sand particles may contribute in part at least to the greater
moisture holding capacity exhibited by the interdune valley sands, for

(

"(')
,, •• B81noli (l) stated, the formation of characteristic laminae of different sizes of sand particles plays an important role in retaining the
moisture in dune sands.
S·C/:tA,, ;,<. I
17 ..l..-_
The~ 6rganic matter and nitrogen content of the soils of the dunes
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forms another environmental extreme met by pioneer and other species. The
plant and animal residues deposited in the sand are rapidly depleted by
oxidation processes which are hastened in the loose, well-aerated sands

as well as

bein~bl011D

away from the site of deposition by the winds. There

is insufficient organic matter to form any humus depositfs except in the
moat stable areas along the dune margins, and the
ic matter and

nitrogen ~

& ....;ti

abundant.a.g,d is
animal excreta.

~

-"g~test

amount of organ-

is found in the areas where the plants are most
~

ooat&iQe~

',Ir'

undeoomposed bits of shoots and roots and

The nitrogen is unavailable to plants in this state and

the success of the legumes, Psoralea and Sophora is due in part at least

.• "<

+

"- '

.. _J

"'""'::?'

~ , .,, • 'C(l.()- ~. ~

to their ability to~ atmospheric nitrogen!\for 1even in areas populated
relatively

abundantl~

1

by these species the amount of nitrogen in the soil

is very small.
The conditions at the bases of the marginal dunes are very
t,!'

simila~

those of the interdune valleys as far as soil stability is concerned.

The factors of the environment are not intensified

by the winds to such

a degree as on the moving dunes in the basin and pioneer species take hold
readily in these areas.

In addition to the three pioneers listed above,

Wyethia sea.bra var. attenuata is a prominent pioneer of the marginal dunes.
.
.
It is in the marginal dunes as well as in the interdune valleys that the
vegetation gets started and

*.MJ
~

becoming established stabilizes the soil

to a degree.
In the valleys between the most active dunes of the basin the
prominent vegetation is chiefly composed of the three pioneers, Psoralea,

Sophora~ and Oryzopsis, for these three species are capable o~ riiing

above the piling sands.
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This phenomenon was observed in many locations

on the dunes where these species

wer~een

on lee slopes where the sand

had covered the crowns to considerable depths, yet new growth appeared
above the sand.

On windward slopes the long twisted stems left lying on

the surface, a condition described as characteristic of the Salton Sea
dunes by Rempel (18), gave evidence of the ability of these species to
rapidly

elon~ate

and keep above the piling sands.

Coupled with the

con~

dition is the obstruction which such plants offer to the moving sands, and
small embryonic dunes were seen in the lee of these species in many locations.

r

In the valleys where the winds were less active otherAenter in,
their seeds or other propagules lodging among the shoots of the pioneer
~pecies.

Reverc.honia arenaria, Oenothera runcinata, and Senecio spart-

ioidea -.ere seen growing under such conditions, and together with the
pioneers formed the plant cover of the interdune valleys, particularly
those lying on the lee of the smaller dunes. we:Fe- the- p'OS'Bibilty-·c:f being
:nd-t'~lling

d'own

a ltrcrslope "Was not so g1-eat.

The hummocks

formed by Wyethia are sites in which other species readily lodge and
eventually become established, shrub-like species suoh as Chrysothamnus
or Purshia being among those found among Wyethia hummocks in areas near
the marginal dunes.
The vegetation in the interdune valleys does not

/YI

l

k..J

progres ~far

ther than the pioneer stage, or at least not farther than the stages in
which the few annuals or an ovcasional perennial enter into and become
established in the areas first occupied by the pioneer species.

This is

due to t he fact that a dynamic situation exists in which the vioneers are
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constantly subjected to the effects of the wind, during the period

in

which they become established in the valleys the sand falls dovm the slipfaces on one side of the valley covering any plants at the base, while
on the other side of the valley the wind removes sand from the roots of
the plants growing there.

The result is a cdntinual change in the valley

topography and as the dunes move forward with the wind so do the valleys,
and as one pioneer stage conunences only to be destroyed by the action of
the wind another barren area is opened up into which other pioneers can
enter.

Pioneer species with their associated annuals a.re able to hold a

dune only for a relatively short time until the· w.i nd action removes the
sand from their root• leaving the familiar liblowouts~ common on the desert
dunes, or until the plants are completel' covered with sand at which time
the stages of succession start all over again.
Species other than those listed above which act as pioneers to
a lesser degree, particulaly in areas on the southern end of the dunecomplex, are Calamovilfa gigantea, Juncus balticus, and Redfieldia flexuosa.

The two grasses named here were also found to have entered into some

of the areas of the northern dunes afte t_those areas had been partially
()./>

stabilized by the leguminous pioneersAOryzopsis hymenoides.
\

~lJi..a

was

also seen on the northern dunes in a different aspect than was seen on
the marginalr dunes of the southern end.

Wyethia as seen growing high

above the sand of steep slip-faces on the northern dunes, a marked contrast
to the hummock forming habit of this species in areas where it lies directly in the path of the winds; but here again the success of this species
under such conditions is due to ita ability to rise above the sand by
rapid •longation of its stems.
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The vegetation along the dunes margins presents a markedly different picture thaa that of the interdune valleys of the dune basin.

More

s pecies and a larger number of individuals have entered into these areas
for the wind action is greatly reduced at the dune margins and the plants,
are not

cover~sand

"

nor is sand removed from the roots leaving the crowns

exposed and the plants to die to the degree that these things occur in the
interdune valleys and on the dunes of the basin.

lt&re can the margins the

stages of succession proceed beyond the pioneer stages, and perennial
grasses such as Muhlenbergia pungens, Aristida longiseta, and Calamovilfa
gigantea, as well as shrub-like species such as Chrysothamnus s pp.,
Senecio spartioides, Yucca harrimaniae, and Purshia tridentata enter into
the areas first stabilized by the

H..r:/'U./~

pioneers . t~@:t'.I;

an aspect of the

vegetation in which the brushla.nd species of the general desert join the
lateral extension of species spreading along the interdune valleys.

On

the windward (inner) sides of the marginal dunes the vegetation is that of
the dune-complex plus a few scattered individuals of the woody s ~cies,
but on the lee (outer) slopes of these marginal dunes the vegetation more
closely resembles the brushland type of the general desert floor and ineludes sagebrush, juniper and oak.
The number of species found in the quadrat and transect studies
was small as was the number of individuals per unit area.

This to be

ex~

pected~n light of the rigorous environment to which the plants are subjected on the dunesf-rhe extremes of temperature, light, and moisture

°""'•tm.t

~

as well as the extremely low fertility of the soils limits the

number of plants that can grow on the dunes.

The sparseness of the plant

cover is a prime factor in shaping the future ooul"Be of events in the dune
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~rea

for the dunes will continue to be active, moving forward steadily
~."--·"-'

from year to year with the prevailing winds.

The plants he:3:p to fonn smal-

ler dunes and arrest the movement of sand for a time, but this is only
temporary, and the region will undoubtedly be an area of actively moving

.Among the few species adapted to the dune environment are plants
endemic to the region or at least have a very limited distribution, the

~

dunes being included in their area of diitribution.

· '±5:

Psoralea stenostachys

""' f., '·'-'"·

endemic to Utah and~ confined to the portion of the state which in-

eludes the

dunes~

Sophora stenopliylla has

found in a

relative~

~

wider distribution but is

limited area in bordering em eri; states. Wyethis

sea.bra var. attenuata appears tp be endtmic to the dune region, as does
Reverehonia arenaria, and Astragalus striatiflorus has a very limited
distribution in the southern part of the state.

All share one thing in

comm.on in being adapted to the conditions of the environment of the Kane
County dunes. J~;:~h~r
__----

•'

~;:·~·~::~~-··h~~";~t~~=!;~;~~~-~~g.. ~~~;i- .,

--,

..._

"''•v·•

mental.~p~g;s in other simil;.r-a~.. . i_ n order to determi~';the•. e~~ct
------..........
tor or factors t~o

.............
species are aalt~ausing them to ex-

·ch

yet~ether

·s no indication

popula~::~-

the

•,

'

~

,:
1t

area are reliC'ir--..oJ. an older
or the
\
'")
beginnimg of a new species~ just emerging in its c~rigi~~~_:___ ~
species

.......... ...,_

.., _____ !..~~u:~~ion limited to a smai.:

-~:~~ ~~~~' e_i~~~-0 These

and other prob-

lems concerned with these endemics remain for future investigation.
Summary
A study of the succession of the vegetation vtas me.de on the
sand dunes lying in Township 43 Ranges 7 and 8 West, Salt Lake Base and
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Meridia~,

of Kane County, Utah.

The soils of the area were studied for

moisture content, moisture holding capacity, organic matter and nitrogen
content, soluble salt content and pH and the relationships of these factors in determining the pattern of plant succession was evaluated.
Quadrat counts and eight transects were made in different locations on the dunes to ascertain the

spe~ies

present and to give an in-

dication of the vegetation on the three main dune featuress

The inter-

dune valleys, the windward slopes, and the lee slopes.
Observations of the manner in which ?ifferent species of plants
affected the moving sands were made and three dominating species were seen
to play an important part at least temperarily holding the drifting sands·
of the dunes.

They are:

Psoralea stenostachys, Sophora stenophylla,and

Wyethia scabra var. attenua:ta.

•(,,, f.1

These same species appear JM:r" pioneers,

along with Oryzopsis hymenoides, in the interdune valleys.

After part-

ially stabilizing the soils of the valleys other species enter in to form
a sparse plant cover on the valley floor.

.

This condition exists only

until sand covers the plants on the lee side of t he ·valley or sand. is
-""'

i...

l

'

blown a~ay ; roots of plants on the windward side of the valley, in either
case ending the stages of succession and opening up a bare area
~ ~aw

pi8l!l:ee1

o~

sand

0

plant&.

Two general patterns of succession were found to occur.

First,

a series. of stages through which the plahts of the general desert pass
as they migrate on to the dunes from the lateral margins; and second, the
stages of succession which have their origin in the valleys between the
dunes and from which the plants spread up the windward or lee slopes by
the expediency of stem elongation enabling them to rise above the sands
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on either side of the valley.

Since these plants are usually buried or

uncovered by the drifting sands, stabilization of the area is not accomplished and the dunes continue to wander.

THE SUCCESSION OF VEGETATION OF A SOUTHERN UT.AH SAND DUNE
Elias

s.

Castle

ABSTRACT
The sand dunes lying ten miles northwest of Kanab in Kane
County, Utah, support a sparse plant cover with four species dominating
the vegetation:

Psoralea stenostachys, Sophora stenopbplla, Oryzopsis

hymenoides, and 1/fyethia

sc~bra

var. attenuata.

Of these Psoralea and

lfyethia are endemic to the d'Unes or to a limited area which includes
the dunes.

The pib.eer species gain a start in the valleys between

dunes and occupy the area only until sand covers them or until sand is
blown away from their roots.

Stabilization of the soils is not per-

:manently in the interdune valleys and the dunes continue to wander.

,-

\ The low fertility of the

soils~

the low moisture content, the

extremes of temperature, light, and other environmental factors limits
the number of individual plants which can occupy the dunes. \ The region

~

-~

will continue to have actively moving dunes until major climatic changes
~~

occur perm.itt~ ~a denser plant cover which would tend to stabilize
the sands.

APPENDIX
SPECIES OF THE KANE COUNTY, UTAH, DUNE AREA
The arrangement of the families that follow is that of Engler
and Diels, 1936, and is taken from Lawrence (14).

Those marked with

w~

an asterisk (*) ~ found outside the dune-complex proper.
Family:

Pinaceae
Juniperus utahensis (Engelm.) Lenunon

*

Pinus edulid~gelm.
Pinus ponderosa Dougl.

Familyi

Ephedraceae
Ephedra viridis Coville

Family:

Gramineae
Aristida longiseta Steud.
Bouteloua gracilis

(H.B.K.) Lag.

Bromus tectorum L.
Ca.lamovilfa gigantea (Nutt.) Scribn. & Merr.
Muhlenbergia pungens Thurb.
Munroa

-~rrosa

(Nutt.) Torr.

Oryzopsis hymenoides (Roem. & Schult.) Ricker
Redfieldia flexuosa (Thurb.) Vasey
Sporobolus cryptandrus (Torr.) A. Gray
Family: Cyperaceae
Cyperus sohweinitzii Torr.
Family:

Commelinaceae
Trandescantia laramiensis Goodding

Family:

Juncaceae
Juncus balticus Willd.

Family:

*

Liliaceae
Calochortus nuttalli Torr. & Gray
I

Yucca harrimaniaeTrel.
Family:

Salicaceae
Populus angustifollia

* Populus

tremuloides Michaux

'

Salix ln-bea N.\l.1;:t.
Family:

A-<.

!.' ;._

\~<

Fagaceae
Quercus utahensis (A.DC.) Rydb.

Family: ~M'Ua~e:eeae A. r.:

t:

-.,:l·h. ,r,.•.,.., ~

'
Phorendendronjuniperinum.
Engelm.

Family:

Polygonaceae
Eriogonum. alatum. Torr.
Eriqgonum inflatum. Torr.
Polygonum douglasii Greene

Family:

Chenopodiaceae
Salsola pestifer A. Nels.

I

Family: Jlyctaginaoeae
Abronia salsa Rydb.
Family:

Papaveraceae

*Argemone hispida A.Gray
Family:

*
*

Capparidaceae
Cleome lutea Hook
Cleome serrulata Pursh.

Family:

Cruciferae
Desourainia filipes desertorum Payson

Family:

Rosaceae

*

Amelanchier utahensis Koehne
Purshia tridentata (Pursh.) DC

Family:

Leguminosae
.A.str•galus striatiflorus Jones
Psoralea stenostachys

~b.

Sophora stenophylla A. Gray
Family :

Euphorbiaceae
Reverchonia arenaria A. Gray

Family:

Anacardiaceae

~

Family:

trilobata Nutt; Torr. & Gray

W
J.alvaceae
a
Sphaeralcea ambigua A.. Gray

Family:

Tamaricaceae
Tamarix gallica L.

Family:

*

Onag raceae
Ge.yophytum ramosissimum Torr.

&

Gray

Oenothra runcinata (Engelm..) Munz
Family:

Erioaceae

-..

Arotostaphylos flatyphylla (A. Gray) Kuntze
Family:

.As c lepiadaceae

Family:

Polemoniaceae
Gilia fructescens :fo/db.
Lepodactylon nuttalli (A. Gray) Rydb.
Lepodactylon pungens (Torr.)Nutt.

Family:

Boraginaceae ,

1

•

.?<-:· ".t t , h

'

'1.,..

a...a "•) er~..._/

Cryptanthe '8a.-n-!:r;ef!1>·· (A -Gray)-

Q,WJJ.~-s aa: en.~i"""1""1--1"11~

•

Family:

Verbenaceae

* Verbena
Family:

bracteosa Miclu::.

Solanaoeae

* Niootiana
Family:

~eene·

attenuate. Torr.

Sorophulariaoeae
Castilleja linariaefolia Benth.
Pentstemon laevis Pennell
Pentstemon palmeri A. Gray

Family: Compositae
Artemisia filifolia Torr.
Artemisia tridentata Nutt.
Chrysothamnus spp.
Chrysopsis visoida (A. Gray) Greene
I

Franseria acanthitcarp&.. (Hook.) Ch-ille
Hymenopappus eriopodus A. Nels.

* Iva

axillaris Puesh.

Malaoothrix sonchoides (Nutt.) Torr. & Gray
Senecio spartioides Torr. & Gray
Wyethia scabra var. attenuate. Weber
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